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NEWS

Bates Date Rape Hotline Set Up to Provide
a Confidential Place to Turn
by Stephen Provasnik
“Obviously on this campus date rape
happens,” acknowledged Chris Tisdale,
director of health services. That is the
reason for the start of the Bates Sexual
Assault Response Line (S.A.R.L.)
which began its 24-hour five days a week
confidential service January 11th.
S.A.R.L. is an entirely student-run
hotline for students who want to talk
confidentially about an acquaintance or
date rape. Eleven Bates students (10
females and 1 male) take turns working
12-hour shifts so someone is always on
call from Wednesday night at 10 p.m. to
Monday morning at 10 a.m.
“We want (it) to help people who
have a huge fear of walking into the
health center,” explained Dulce Dono¬
van ’89 who worked with Tisdale to get
the S.A.R.L. set up. “We accentuate

Project on the Status and Education of
Women in 1985 drew attention to the
fact that “college women are especially
vulnerable to acquaintance rape . . .
They are at risk emotionally—young
women away from home for the first
time are often unsure how to handle or

S. A. R. L
Sexual Assault Response Line
Students Helping Students

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
Wed. 10 p.m.
thru

“Most acquaintance or date
rape doesn’t occur with a knife
or a gun. Psychological or ver¬
bal force is used . . . Often men
use lines like ‘we’ve been going
out this long’ or ‘what are you
a prude or a tease?’ and can
psychologically
pressure
a
women into having sex with
them.”
confidentiality because people know
when you have a headache here at
Bates.”
The hotline is meant to provide sup¬
port and information. “There is an ex¬
treme amount of feeling of guilt,” Do¬
novan said, “and it’s important to have
a place to just be able to talk.”
“The impact of a date rape is awe¬
some on (people’s) lives. They feel they
have used good judgment to choose a
friend to go out with and they lose confi¬
dence in their ability to chose friends
(after an acquaintance or date rape),”
Tisdale said.
The S.A.R.L., by focusing on pro¬
viding support after a date rape, is dif¬
ferent in nature than the Community
Relations Council (CRC) which pro¬
vides students a chance to talk confiden¬
tially about sexual harassment and
provides a channel for complaints about
students, faculty or staff.
“What we’re trying to do is reach out
to the students who have been date
raped and offer whatever resources the
student may need on campus or offcampus,” Tisdale said.
As Donovan noted, “not everyone
wants to proceed to criminal action.” If
the student wants the S.A.R.L. can put
them in contact with the Lewiston-Au¬
burn Rape Crisis Line.
The way the hotline works, when a
student dials 795-3847, he or she will get
a recording asking for the caller’s first
name and phone where he or she can be
reached. Then whoever is on duty dur¬
ing that shift will be contacted by beeper
and will call into a special confidential
number to retrieve the recorded name
and number.
The students who work on the hotline
underwent special training over two
weeks last fall with Marty McIntyre ’73,
who directs the Lewiston-Auburn Sex¬
ual Assault Crisis Center Hotline. In
addition, every other week they partici¬
pate in on-going educational meetings.
Colby College has a similar hotline es¬
tablished. “The word is they get a sub¬
stantial number of calls and it is active
in the community,” Donovan said.

Mon. 10 a.m.
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If you need to talk,
Call 795-3847
protect themselves in new situations . . .
Additionally, parental restrictions are
replaced with the freedom of college
life. ”
It further pointed out that “women are
far more vulnerable to acquaintance rape than
stranger rape—the victim may trust her at¬
tacker; she may not realize immediately
A recent study conducted by the University of Chicago determined that 1 out
of every 3 women has been involved in
an acquaintance or date rape situation
sometime during her “dating career.”
An acquaintance rape is forced, un¬
wanted intercourse with a person known

“Most of the students I’ve
talked to have problems identi¬
fying that as a rape. They feel
that if they had just been a little
more forceful that they could
have stopped it.”
to the victim. A date rape is a form of
acquaintance rape perpetrated by a
date.
“One of the key questions in the issue
of date rape is the difference between se¬
duction and rape,” Tisdale said. “The
man may feel he has seduced the woman
but it is actually a rape. In a seduction
no force is implied or otherwise present.

Instead the woman is manipulated or cajoled into agreeing to have sex. The rape
happens when the seduction fails and the
man goes ahead and has sex despite any
physical or verbal protests. There is no
agreement by the woman.”
In last year’s Bates Alcohol Use Sur¬
vey 5 percent of the students who re¬
sponded said they had taken advantage
of someone sexually while under the in¬
fluence of alcohol. Tisdale noted “in 95
percent of date rapes alcohol is in¬
volved.”
Just as alarming, 11 percent of the re¬
spondents said they had been taken ad¬
vantage of sexually while under the in¬
fluence of alcohol. A large percentage of
respondents were men.
“It does happen here at Bates that
men are taken advantage of by women
while under the influence of alcohol,”
Tisdale said. That is why one of the stu¬
dents on the hotline who is always acces¬
sible is male.
In the large majority of date rapes,
however, women are the victims. An
article on college rape put out by the

“We want (it) to help people
who have a huge fear of walk¬
ing into the health center.”
what is happening and she may feel re¬
luctant to take defensive action for fear
of harming someone she knows.”
“Most acquaintance or date rape
doesn’t occur with a knife or a gun.
Psychological or verbal force is used,”
Tisdale noted. “Often men use lines
like ‘we’ve been going out this long’ or
‘what are you a prude or a tease?’ and
can psychologically pressure a women
into having sex with them.”
“Most of the students I’ve talked to
have problems identifying that as a rape.
They feel that if they had just been a lit¬
tle more forceful that they could have
stopped it,” she added. “But the bot¬
tom line is if you told the friend you
didn’t want to have sex with them and
they went ahead and had sex with you,
that is a rape.”

Carignan Returns
To His Duties
by Tim Mahoney

Dean Carignan returns to campus to work
part time. File photo.
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Dean of the College James W. Carig¬
nan is recovering at home after undergo¬
ing open heart surgery on December 21.
Carignan was released from Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston on
January 5, after spending ten weeks
there.
Open heart surgery was performed to
remedy Carignan’s arrhythmia, which
is an abnormal rhythm of the heart beat.
A defibrillator was implanted in Carig¬
nan’s chest to regulate his heart rhythm.
Dean Carignan will begin working

about one hour each week as of this
week, but it will be six to eight weeks
before he is ready to work full time, ac¬
cording to Millie Tewhey, his secretary.
Carignan is returning to his three latest
responsibilities: the development of the
Muskie Archives, coordinating the col¬
lege’s summer programs, and oversee¬
ing the office of the registrar.
Carignan is in high spirits and feeling
better, according to his secretary. He
has been walking everyday. “Dean Car¬
ignan is on his way to a full recovery,”
said Tewhey, “and I can’t wait to see
him back.”

NEWS

Internationally Renowned Gomes ’65
Returns to Speak at Bates
by Stephen Provasnik

Hailed by Time magazine in 1979 as
one of the top seven preachers in the
United States, Gomes is a self-described
“unambiguous orthodox Christian.”
He holds firm to tradition and abhors
simple, short-term solutions.
“There are people who believe that
our present malaise began the day the
Supreme Court ruled against prayer in
school. That’s fatuous on its face . . .

As part of the Sixteenth Annual Staley Dis¬
tinguished Christian Scholar Lecture Series,
Reverend Peter Gomes will come to speak at
Bates January 25th and 26th.
Reverend Peter Gomes ’65 was
turned away when he applied to Bowdoin College in 1961. “They found me
wanting,” he explained. And when he
returned some years later to speak there,
after achieving international fame, he
didn’t miss the chance to bring up the
fact that Bates had given him his start.
That devilness is a part of his nature
just as much as his eloquence, erudition,
and straight-forwardness. He is unique
and controversial, and he likes it that
way.
As a Trustee of the college Gomes was
the only one on the Board to vote against
the college’s divestment from South Af¬
rica. “I will vote against it on any
board because I think it is both the
wrong tactic and for the wrong reason,”
he said about his decision.
“I am interested in doing what I can
within my responsibilities to achieve the
most just solution in South Africa. But I
can’t believe that the way of doing that

“There are people who believe
that our present malaise began
the day the Supreme Court
ruled against prayer in school.
That’s fatuous on its face.”

“In many ways he appears to
be an elitist and at the same
time he is very approachable
and humble.”
is to withdraw from any kind of inter¬
change ... I certainly don’t believe that
the reason to do so is sufficient when we
argue that it will make us feel good,
whether or not it does any good. I find
that morally vacuous.”
Gomes also stirred controversy at
Harvard University, where he is the
Minister of the Memorial Church, when
he accepted an invitation to give the
prayer at Ronald Reagan’s inaugura¬
tion.
Richard Crocker, college chaplain,
explained that “in many ways he’s con¬
servative, even aristocratic, and in vir¬
tue of his blackness.”
But he also
pointed out that “he is a campaigner for
the disadvantaged.”
After he graduated from Harvard Di-

The Sixteenth Annual Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Lecture
Series featuring Reverend Peter Gomes ’65

Thursday, January 26
Panel Discussion, 4 p.m., Skelton
Lounge
A scholarly response to the opening

lecture by Steven Kemper, professor of
Anthropology, Anne Lee, professor of
English, Marcus Bruce, instructor in re¬
ligion, and William Hiss, dean of admis¬
sions.
“Being Particular,” 8 p.m., Chase
Lounge
An examination of how particular can
a Christian afford to be in a world where
it is fashionable to be secular and neces¬
sary to be pluralist.

vinity School in the late sixties, Gomes
headed to Alabama to be a professor at
Tuskegee Institute. There he became a
negotiator between the students and the
administration when, in the spring of
1970, the campus broke out in a general
strike.

“Between the Black Panthers and the
Nation of Islam, it was like trying to sort
out Beirut,” he said. But after heated
debate, and a faculty member’s denun¬
ciation of Gomes as a “young radical,”
he got a program approved that was ac¬
cepted by both sides.

Wednesday, January 25
“The Recovery of the Sacred,” 7 p.m.,
Olin Fine Arts Building
An examination of the what is left
after the rise and decline of the secular
city.

There’s a simple-minded view that if we
can only recover what was lost we can
stop the rot. I think life is more compli¬
cated than that.”
At the United Baptist Church in Lew¬
iston, where Gomes used to play the or¬
gan when he was an undergraduate,
Gomes gave the sermon last Sunday for
Martin Luther King Jr. Day. In his
style he held up the belief King had in
Divine Providence and mercy as the les¬
son of the day. As long as we revel in
nostalgia or despair over how far we
have still to go to realize King’s dream
Martin Luther King Day will fail, he
said.
“He really challenges his audience
and evokes a reaction from people,”
noted Susan Tree, associate dean of ad¬
missions, “he really speaks to the con¬
temporary moral disputes of our age.”
“He uses scholarly language,” she
added, “but he’s very understandable.
He’s a preacher—he’s used to speaking
to lay people.”
Crocker also observed “in many ways
he appears to be an elitist and at the
same time he is very approachable and
humble.”
Every Wednesday afternoon in Cam¬
bridge Gomes opens his house for tea,
for anyone who cares to come.
After going to Washington to be one
of the ministers at president-elect
George Bush’s inauguration, Gomes
will be coming to Bates for the two-day
lecture series .

Sue Hyde to Examine Britain’s Clause 28
by John Buckman
A contoversial bit of British legislation
known as clause 28 has been in effect
since June 1988. Echoing the United
States’s Helms amendment, Britain’s
clause 28 is a direct attack on homosexu¬
als. Sue Hyde of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) will be
addressing the issue of clause 28 next
week at Bates.
The event is being sponsored by the
Bates College Internationalists, with
support from New World Coalition,
Campus Association, Representative
Assembly, and Gay Lesbian Straight Al¬
liance. Hyde will be coming to speak
January 23rd at 8 p.m. in Chase
Lounge. Her talk will detail the impact
of the clause since it took effect last year.
The clause has three parts, each hav¬
ing widely felt and varying effects. The
wording of the clause is as follows:
(1) A local authority shall not:
(A) Intentionally promote homosex¬
uality or publish material with
the intention of promoting ho¬
mosexuality;

(B)

Promote the teaching ... of the
acceptability of homosexuality
as a pretended family relation¬
ship;
(C) Nothing in subsection (1) above
shall be taken to prohibit the do¬
ing of anything for the purpose
of preventing the spread of dis¬
ease.
The clause effectively removes all lo¬
cal funding to organizations dealing
with homosexuality in a condoning
manner.
Public libraries with gayauthored books must remove them from
their shelves or be charged with “pro¬
moting the acceptability of homosexual¬
ity as a pretended family relationship”
and losing funding (i.e. being effectively
shut down).
The same goes for theatres, cinemas
and galleries; all of which are heavily
state-subsidized. They will be unable to
present any material which deals with
homosexuality in a condoning fashion.
On April 30, 1988, 30,000 people, in¬
cluding four members of Italy’s parlia¬
ment, stormed London to demonstrate.
Parliament officials were quoted as

Susan Hyde will speak on
Clause 28 January 23rd at 8
p.m. in Chase Lounge.
being “utterly surprised” at the protest
to the clause. Nonetheless, parliament
passed the clause on May 28, 1988.
Parliament members were not eager
to vote against the clause due to the left¬
ist Labor Party’s support of the “Stop
Clause 28” campaign. Many moder¬
ates complained that support of gay
issues had cost them in the past, and
were unwilling to help. Parliament
had previously rejected the need for such
a law on three different occasions.
Prime Minister Thatcher went along
with her conservative party in backing
the clause.
Since its passing, the already high gay
adolescent suicide rate has increased as
well as the firebombings of the British
newspaper Capital Gay’s office building.
The possible effects of the clause were
summed up in the newsletter of the Gay
Community News: “the wording of the
clause is so vague that the bill could be
used to invalidate employment and

housing rights for gay people, ban li¬
brary books by gay and lesbian authors
and curtail artistic freedom of regional
theatres.”
Perhaps most shocking is the third
section of the clause which effectively
cuts off all funding to AIDS clinics and
research. Apparently AIDS has not hit
Britain as severely as it has the United
States, but Britain’s AIDS problem is
less reserved to the homosexual commu¬
nity than in other countries due to its
widespread drug problem. Drugs are
not a purely lower class phenomena in
Britain, but are present in force amid
the middle class as well.
Critics of the clause accuse parliament
of wanting it such that AIDS victims in
Britain will be unable to find treatment
in the country and would have to go
elsewhere.
All direct funding for AIDS treatment
is in danger of being cut and even pri¬
vate hospitals will be threatened. Many
hospitals receive state funding (not nec¬
essarily for AIDS) and may lose it if they
are labeled as “promoting the accept¬
ability of homosexuality.”
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NOW THAT
YOU'RE FINISHED
WHERE DO YOU
START?
t

Graduation probably represents the end of a race well run.
But with every company telling you how bright your future is, how
do you decide where to start your career?
To begin, you'll have to ask the right questions.
What are the entry-level jobs for someone with your major? How
well will you be trained? Will you be pigeonholed, or will you have a
chance to explore diverse career opportunities?
The Travelers, a $50 billion insurance and financial services leader,
offers positions in insurance, finance, actuarial, management, data proc¬
essing and much more. We have great training to start with, and varied
career paths to pursue as you develop your skills.
So, now that you're finished, why not start with The Travelers...
and begin the real race?
We'll be on campus Wednesday, February 8th. To schedule an
interview, you must sign up by Tuesday, January 31st.

TheTravelersj
You're better off under the Umbrella^1

The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 06183.
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Men’s Basketball Falls To #1 Colby, 93-78
by Mark Clizbe

Despite the fact that they were with¬
out All-American Matt Hancock and
they were playing in Alumni Gymna¬
sium, the Colby College White Mules
defeated Bates 93-78 on Monday night.
Tom Dorion led Colby scorers with
19 points and Scott Jablonski added 13
points and 14 rebounds for Colby.
Freshman guard Darrel Aikens led Bates
with 12 points.
Hancock, Colby’s top scorer and sec¬
ond-year captain, was injured early in
the game and did not return after he col¬
lided with Bates senior Mike Farhm. He
left the game with only 2 points.
Yet Colby still managed to win on the
court named in the 1988-89 NCAA
Press Guide as the most difficult Divi¬
sion III gym to visit, Bates’ Alumni
Gymnasium.
The difference in the game was Col¬
by’s greater experience. When the game
became tight, experienced players like
guard Brian Connors and Jablonski hit
important shots. Connors hit four of six
crucial three-point shots and Jablonski
scored inside in two key situations.
Bates, in contrast, made several big
mistakes that cost them the game. A
technical foul on freshman Sean McDo-

nagh created a six point swing in Col¬
by’s favor, and a series of plays ending
with an intentional foul on Aikens may
have cost as many as six more points.
“We played with a lot of heart, but no
brains,” said Coach Rick Boyages. “It’s
difficult for freshman to learn how to
play with both intensity and control.”
Consistency has also been a problem
for the Bobcats this season. “Nobody
has gone out and really taken a posi¬
tion,” said Boyages. As a result, Boyages has employed a group of ten play¬
ers, changing combinations and posi¬
tions. No core of six or seven players has
emerged.
That has hurt older players like senior
Dave Weaver and junior Erik Johnson.
“It’s more difficult for Erik and Weaver
to get open shots because the young guys
haven’t learned the system yet. They get
frustrated, and don’t play as well.
Still, Boyages thinks things are look¬
ing up. Asked if he saw a recent shift in
the momentum of this season, he
pointed to the WPI game on Saturday.
“We were in the game all the way. At
the end, we lost a little of our compo¬
sure, and they came back. But for the
first time, the team played with a lot of
heart.”

Ski Team Hosts Carnival
by Peter Carr
The Bates College Ski team has been
attacking the slopes in preparation for
the upcoming Division I carnival sea¬
son. Both the men’s and women's nordic and alpine teams have taken part in
pre-season, qualifying and invitational
races before the Bates Invitational,
which opens the regular season this
weekend.
On the cross country trails, Don
Medd ’91 and Becky Flynn ’89 are re¬
turning veterans pacing their respective

teams. Medd took first place in the 10K
race at the Trowe Valley Invitational, as
did Flynn in her 10K competition at the
Hanover Relays at Dartmouth College.
The alpine teams have been especially
successful in these early weeks. Jere
Calmes ’92 has paced the team with ini¬
tial third and fifth place finishes at the
Sugarloaf Opener and Browne Memor¬
ial Race. Calmes also placed second in
the Stowe Qualifier, third in the New
England Invitational, and second at the
second Maine Alpine Racing Associa¬
tion qualifying races. Peter Merrill ’92
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Despite the 12 point contribution of Darrell Akins '92, the Bobcats still lost to Colby. Steve
Peters photo.

SEE SKIING, PAGE 7

Colby-Bates Match Up Produces Confrontation
Let’s talk about class.
If you saw Monday’s men’s basket¬
ball game between Bates and Colby, you
heard a group of Colby fans chant “no
class” at the Bates section.
If you saw that game, you also know
that they should have been directing
those jeers at Colby coach Dick
Whitmore.
Whitmore was at his all-time worst
Monday night. Not only was he con¬
stantly working the referees, but he
yelled at Bates players, even stooping to
accusing them of intentionally hurting
Colby star Matt Hancock.

Mark Clizbe

Colby coach strikes a tense pose during last Monday's game. Steve Peters photo.

At half-time, Whitmore charged Bates
coach Rick Boyages, yelling “I want his
head,” apparently pretending that Boy¬
ages encouraged his players to hurt
Hancock. It took two refs to control
him, but he did not leave before insult¬
ing Boyages and official scorer Leigh
Cambell, of all people.
In the second half, Whitmore contin¬
ued his barrage on Bates players, focus¬
ing especially on senior Mike Farhm,
with whom Hancock collided at the time
of his injury. The coach reportedly
yelled “bush” and “cheap shot” at both
Bates players and Boyages continuously
throughout the game.

To give him the benefit of the doubt,
I’ll admit that Whitmore probably
entered the game with an exaggerated
sense ol self-importance after reading an
article in a local paper commenting on
his skill in distracting Bates’ unruly
crowd.
Maybe as a result, he behaved unusually
badly.
However, article or not, there is no
excuse for his ranting and temper tan¬
trums. Those of us who know Mike
Farhm know that he could not, would
not and did not intentionally injure
Hancock. It is just not in his character
to do it. Besides, the contact that hurt
Hancock occurred within the natural
flow of the basketball game.
I suggest that if Mr. Whitmore has
any complaints, he ought to take them
to NESCAC or Bates Athletic Director
Bob Hatch. Once anybody sees the
game films, not only will they acknowl¬
edge that Farhm did no wrong, but they
will have to admit that Whitmore was
out of line.
By the way, Whitmore also reportedly
made some veiled threats to Farhm after
the game. If it appears that any retalia¬
tion occurs in the next Colby-Bates
game, no one doubts that Boyages will
take action against Whitmore.
I hope all those Mules over at Colby
remember this next time they think
about bringing up the subject of class.
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Women’s Basketball NetsWinnin
by Kristen Pierce

For the first time since the 1982-83
season, the Bates Women’s Basketball
Team is looking forward to a winning
season. After their first nine games, the
team has a record of six wins and three
losses.
The season started out with several
important wins. On November 30, the
team beat the University of New En¬
gland by a score of 78-72. In that game,
the team had six players who scored in
double figures. In addition, Rachel
Clayton, a junior, had a season high fif¬
teen rebounds.
On December 2 and 3, the team won
the Gordon College Tournament, beat¬
ing Pine Manor first, and then Gordon
College. Rachel Clayton scored a season
high 25 points in the game against Pine
Manor. In that tournament, freshman
Leigh-Ann Smith made the all-tourna¬
ment team, and Rachel Clayton was the
most valuable player for the tourna¬
ment.
On December 6, the team suffered
their first loss against Bowdoin College,
by a score of 67-56.
The loss to Bowdoin was not as dis¬
couraging as their loss against Tufts
University on December 9th. The Bob¬
cats lost 93-92 in overtime in their first
home game. An officiating controversy
may have hurt the team’s chance for vic¬
tory.
In the team’s final game before
Christmas vacation, against MIT, they
pulled off another win 69-58. In that
game, Julie Roche scored 21 points and
Rachel Clayton had 13 rebounds.
During Christmas vacation, the team
got the opportunity to go to Venezuela
and play their National Select Team,
equivalent to most country’s Olympic
team. Although the Venezuelan team
won easily, the game benefited the Bob¬
cats immeasurably. They played under
different rules, and they played a faster
paced game. In addition, the team
learned that, although the Venezuelan
team was better in many aspects of the
game, the Bates team could dominate
some parts of the action.
Just after Christmas break the team
• •
by Peter Carr

One may wonder why there are so
many tall tan women around the gym
these days. It isn’t the result of Florida
sunshine. Rather, while most students
were cursing the arctic blast during win¬
ter break, the Bates Women’s Basketball
team was far south of the border in Porta
La Cruz, Venezuela. There they Found
fun on the beach and on the court.
“They were always saying how they
wanted to travel somewhere and Wes¬
leyan was planning a similar trip, so I
thought that this would be a great oppor¬
tunity,” said Coach Marsha Graef. “As
things turned out, we got there five days
earlier then Wesleyan but were still for¬
tunate enough to find a willing compet¬
itor.”
After numerous phone calls and help
from team translator and forward Julie
Roche ’91 ■, Graef was able to set up a
game with the Venezuelan National Se¬
lect Team. This is a fairly new squad of
top South American basketball players
who will stay together for four years
hoping to get an Olympic bid in 1992.
Needless to say, they were good and eas¬
ily beat Bates 114-62.
“They were extremely fast, their
passes were precise, and they could re¬
ally jump remarkably,” said Graef.
“They had a remarkable transition
game and would just fast break at will.
Their pressure defense stunned and

suffered another loss against Babson
College. It was a disappointing loss be¬
cause it was the first time that the team
had not played well even though they
only lost by five points, 56-61.
Last Saturday Wheaton College pro¬
vided a stronger opponent but fortu¬
nately the Bobcats played better, win¬
ning 62-51. In that game, sophomore
Amy Schrag scored 19 points and sopho¬
more Adrienne Shibles and Leigh-Ann
Smith both had 11 rebounds.
On January 16th, Bates pulled off a
home win against Colby College, 63-56.
There were three players who had dou¬
ble figure scoring, and the team gener¬
ally played well. The team was aggres¬
sive both offensively and defensively,
and forced Colby to turn the ball over.
In addition the team was more disci¬
plined on offense, setting up plays and
taking wise shots.
In the first half of the game, the Colby
team led by between two and four points
until the last four minutes when Bates
tied the score. The team was winning by
one, when a Colby turnover allowed
junior Johanna Michel to score a driving
lay-up, just before the buzzer rang, sig¬
naling the end of the first half.
During the second half, the Bobcats
led by as much as seven points. With
two minutes left to go the Colby team
caught up to the Bobcats. However,
after Colby committed a foul, the Colby
coach caused his team to receive a tech¬
nical foul. After that, Colby was unable
to regain composure, and Bates domi¬
nated the last two minutes of the game.
The team’s win against Colby was the
first time since 1979-80, that the Bobcats
had beaten the mules. In addition, 197980 was the last time that the Bobcats
went to an end of the year tournament.
That year, the team went to the NIAC
tournament. So far against other teams
in the conference the Bobcats have a rec¬
ord of 2-2. They have seven more NIAC
teams, and if they have a good record
against them, then they will probably get
to attend the tournament.
Bates has many more important con¬
tests, and January is the time that they
have the most home games, including
one at 2:00 on Saturday against WPI.
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Women’s Basketball continues to shoot down opposition. Steve Peters photo.

YOU QUALIFY FUR
INSTANT CREDIT!

. After Invading Venezuela
frustrated us in the first half. We could
hardly in-bound the ball. One guard in
particular was so quick that I think she
had a hand on every pass.”
In addition, the Bates squad had to
contend with international rules. This
basically meant that they used a fullsized men’s ball and no whistle was nec¬
essary before passing the ball in from the
sidelines, which made it a fast game.
Also, the Bobcats had to deal with Vene¬
zuelan home rules. They were much
more physical inside without the normal
pushing fouls.
With all of these changes, Bates did
manage to play relatively well. Julie
Roche led the team with 22 points, fol¬
lowed by Adrienne Shibles ’91 with 19,
and Jen Lynch ’92 with 13 points and
terrific hustle.
“The Venezuelans were not that
sound fundamentally. Their shooting
was not spectacular. In fact, once we
broke the press and played more of a
half court game as in the second half, we
did very well. It was a great experience
because it taught us how to control our¬
selves and contain the opponent so we
could play our game with our tempo.”
Even more enjoyable than the basket¬
ball was the trip as a whole. For six days,
the Bates women enjoyed the tropical
life. Staying in an enormous and beauti¬
ful 1300 room hotel complex right on the
beach, the women swam, shopped, snorkeled and sunbathed. On one day, the
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entire team went on a cruise and visited
five islands. The beachfront also offered
unique training opportunities as Graef
conducted workouts on the sand and in
the water.
The team was also able to experience
the beauty of the land and the people of
Venezuela. “It was a beautiful placethe blue water and the trees and all,”
said team manager Michele Feroah ’90.
“The people were friendly and interest¬
ing. They didn’t speak much English
though. One time we asked a lady where
the store was and she took us to it ten
minutes away.”
“They were great people,” said
Roche. “One time we said Happy New
Year to this one family and they all came
over and gave us a hug. They also liked
American music and listened to similar
songs in the clubs and discos except that
they were really long versions to all the
songs. They were kind of surprised at
our American dancing and tried to show
us some of their moves.”
But it wasn’t all glamour in the coun¬
try and the team got a first hand view of
a poverty stricken nation as they passed
through dirty villages and shanty towns.
“The poverty really awakened many of
them who have never experienced such
poor conditions,” said Graef. “The
trash and dirt in the towns was amaz¬
ing,” added Carol Yanchuk ’89.
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SPORTS

Hockey Skates To Double Wins
by Peter Olson
The Bates College Hockey Team
skated to a 12 to 1 triumph over Kent
Hills School Tuesday night, completing
a home and home sweep and outscoring
the opposition by a total of 18 to 4 in the
two games.
Junior Shaun Moran led the team
with 3 goals, while freshmen Joel Bines
and John Oest and junior John Forbes
notched two goals and an assist each.
Freshman Scott Kelliher scored a goal
and assisted on two others, and sopho¬
more goaltender Andy Stabnick turned
in a solid performance, allowing just one
goal on 11 shots.
Scott Kelliher opened the scoring for
Bates just 1:22 into the game on a back¬
hander between the legs of Kent Hills
goalie Rick Chandlin. Shaun Moran put
the Bobcats up three to zero on two goals
within 43 seconds, one a forehand
drilled to the right side, the other a back¬
hand flipped in the left corner.
Kent Hills assistant captain Tim
Hahn notched his team’s only goal with
4:46 remaining in the first, flipping a
backhander up over the outstretched

arm of Stabnick. Joel Bines and John
Forbes scored their first goals of the
night to round out the scoring in the
first.
Bates scored four goals in the second
period, including Shaun Moran’s third
goal, and John Forbes second of the
night. Scott Dondero and John Oest
also scored, to put Bates up by a score
of 9 to 1. Dondero’s goal came on a
drive from the right point which beat
Chandlin on the stick side low at 4:21 of
the second. Forbes pulled a puck out of
mid-air, dropped it onto his stick and
drilled it home with 1:33 left in the pe¬
riod.
Stabnick shut Kent Hills out in the
third, and the defense allowed just one
shot on net. Joel Bines scored his second
of the night, taking a pass from fresh¬
man Pete Light and slapping it home.
Rounding out the scoring for the Bob¬
cats in the third were John Oest with his
second, and Jamie Bourgoin, his only
point on the night.
In all, the Cats were pleased with their
performance. Said coach Yvon Pellerin,
in just his fourth game at the helm,
“The team shows more energy, enthusi¬

Bates Hosts Carnival
■ SKIING, FROM PAGE

5

also took second at New England Col¬
lege and first at the second MARA qual¬
ifier, while Chris Thompson ’91 placed
first in the first Maine Racing meet.
For the women, Vicky Gellert ’92 has
led the squad with a third place finish at
New England College and first place at
the second MARA race. Corrine Co¬
burn ’91 was also sixth and third in
those races.
All of this pre-season success will be
put to the test this weekend at the Bates
Ski Carnival, where Bates will host ten
top teams from around the North East,

including highly ranked squads from
UVM, Williams, Dartmouth, and Middlebury College.
“I am just hoping to ski respectably
and reach our capabilities as skiers and
with that would be very pleased,” noted
Coach Bob Flynn.
Action begins on Friday at 9:30 at
Mount Abrams with the giant slalom
races continuing on Saturday at 9:00,
along with other downhill events. Nor¬
dic competition will also begin on Friday
at 1:00 with the men’s 15K and wom¬
en’s 10K races at Black Mountain.
Competition will conclude on Saturday.

asm, and intensity than at the beginning
of the season. They play more as a unit,
and forechecking has improved.” Pel¬
lerin also credited the addition of several
new players the second semester as be¬
ing a big boost to the team.
Gary Mantha, club president,says this
team has excellent potential due to the

large number of freshman. With a rec¬
ord of 4 wins and two losses, the team is
potentially looking at their first winning
season in a long time, “since before I
came here,” says Mantha. Goalie Andy
Stabnick says, “team morale is at an all
time high ... we hustled and skated
hard.”

Volleyball Club Heads
For Northeastern
by Peter Carr
The Bates College Men’s Volleyball
club team opened its 1989 season with
the Maine State Volleyball Association
Tournament. Bates lost one game all
day en route to their first tourney victory
of the season.
The Bobcats bounced back from an 815 loss at the hands of University of
Maine to beat R*R Drywall 15-9, 1511; Bounty 15-6, 15-5; Pats Pizza in the
semi-finals 15-10, 15-12, and finally
Kennebec Valley 15-13, 15-12 in the fi¬
nals.

Bates was led throughout the day by
Captain Greg Bartholomew ’90 who ran
the offensive attack at the setters posi¬
tion. Charles Dinklage ’91 and Dave
Marran ’89 were big hitters in the mid¬
dle, while Norman Williams ’90, Andy
Tait ’90 and Paul Dill ’89 consistently
anchored the offense on the outside.
One of the most successful club teams,
men’s volleyball, opens their 1989 colle¬
giate season this weekend when they
travel to Northeastern University. Last
year, Bates was ranked third in New En¬
gland behind Tufts University and
Northeastern.
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Superbowl XXIII: Montana And His Men
This Sunday, the National Football
Conference Champion San Francisco
49ers take on the American Football
Conference Champion Cincinnati Bengals in Superbowl XIII. The 49ers are a
heavy favorite, and rightly so. On of¬
fense, they feature the National Football
League’s best running back, Roger
Craig, and best big game quarterback,
Joe Montana.
On defense, with the exception of AllPro free safety Ronnie Lott, the players
are unheralded but underrated. They
play very intelligently, anticipate the
flow of the ball very well, and are very
physical, especially for a 49er team. In
addition, the 49ers boast arguably the
league’s best Head Coach, Bill Walsh.
His teams are always innovative, intelli¬
gent, and hard working. He’s already
won two Superbowls, and will probably
win a third.
Don’t count the Bengals out, how¬
ever. They have a well balanced offense
that can move the ball effectively. Led
by quarterback Boomer Esiason, wide
receiver Eddie Brown, and running
backsjames Brooks and “Icky” Woods,
this group could give the 49ers some
problems. Defensively, however, the
Bengals are above-average at best. Even
though they have played fairly well in
the playoffs, this unit is still suspect, and
will probably have a tough time with the

49er offense.
The Bengals biggest problem may lay
with Head Coach Sam Wyche. Wyche
is a fundamentally unsound coach who
uses gadgets and big gambles to cover
up this weakness. While one of these
gambles could win him the Superbowl
(they won him two games during the
season), they usually end up back-firing,
as they probably will against the 49ers.
But you never know.

Jon Zieff
How the Bengals can win.
L If Joe Montana gets hurt. If the
49ers lose Montana, they will have to
play Steve Young, who has performed
poorly in his few big-game opportunit¬
ies. Young is not a winner, and he does
not instill confidence in his teammates
like Montana does. Cincinnati knows
this, and the “accidental” loss of Mon¬
tana would probably win them the
Superbowl.
2. If the Bengals get a big lead early.
If the Bengals can come out of the gates
early and get a 17 or 21 point lead, they
could panic the 49ers and probably blow
them out. Even a 14 point lead could do
it, but with Montana, even that prob¬
ably would not be enough.
3. If Icky Woods can’t be stopped.
The Bengals’ rambling moose and

founder of the “Icky Shuffle” is big,
strong, and fast. The 49ers may have a
few problems stopping him. If they have
a lot of problems stopping him, the Ben¬
gals can control the ball and the game.
4. If a hurricane hits, all Sam Wy¬
che’s gambles pay off, or if the Bengals
truly are the better team. All three of
these have about the same likelihood.
Why the 49ers will win.
1. Joe Montana
2. Bill Walsh
3. Roger Craig
4. The Bengals aren’t in “The Jun¬
gle.” For whatever reasons, the Bengals
were undefeated at home this season.
Riverfront Stadium (The Jungle) was
very friendly to the Bengals, but this
game is in Miami’s Joe Robbie Sta¬

dium.
5. The Two Week Layoff. Normally,
there is only one week between games.
But for some stupid reason, there are
two weeks between the Championship
games and the Superbowl. This gives
the genius Walsh an extra week to pre¬
pare, and Wyche another week to con¬
template gadget plays. This layoff really
hurts the Bengals.
6. Superbowl Experience. Walsh and
the 49ers have it, Wyche and the Ben¬
gals don’t.
As for my prediction, I think that the
Bengals will probably score first, but
that the 49ers will answer right back.
The game will be close at half-time, but
the 49ers will pull away in the second
half and win 31-17.

Flo’s Superbowl Pick
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Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs
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Increased Enrollment Needs to
Priority for the Next President
by Sean Andrews
In The Report to the Presidential Search
Committee issued in September 1988 a
number of topics, ranging from long
range planning to a revision of Bates’
administrative structure are noted as
“priorities for the sixth president of
Bates College.” Among the most im¬
portant of these priorities to individuals
interested in maintaining Bates’ integ¬
rity as a small, highly interpersonal lib¬
eral arts college is the task of establishing
the optimum size of the student body at
Bates.
While the report does not serve to an¬
swer the question of whether an enroll¬
ment increase at Bates should occur, it
acts to raise important questions sur¬
rounding this issue. The report asks if
it is really necessary to increase the num¬
ber of students at Bates in order to ex¬
pand academic programs and improve
infrastructure.
According to Bernard Carpenter,
treasurer and vice-president for financial
affairs, it is “too early” to answer this
question.
He feels that with a new president Bates
will have to be reexamined by faculty
and administrators, and should follow
“whatever appears to be the most sound
and correct emphasis.”
Carpenter assures that “Bates will
never be anything but a small college”

finds that among the student body, fac¬
ulty and staff “the number of underrep¬
resented groups are small and concern
about the dimunition of diversity is
widespread.” The cost of attaining de¬

sired diversity may be high, states the
report, but the price of falling short is
also high.
Spencer Neyland ’87, director of
housing, points out that “(Bates) is try-

ing to support a diverse number of orga¬
nizations (on campus).” He explained
that the college is looking for a “critical
mass,” which would be enough students
to support all of these organizations.
However, he noted, “that number of
students is left to debate.”
The maintenance and enhancement

“The number of underrepre¬
sented groups are small and
concern about the dimunition
of diversity is widespread.”

**■

of the infrastructure around which stu¬
dent life revolves is put forth as a distinct
priority. Carpenter assents with this
idea strongly, remarking, “I would
think there would be needs in student so¬
cial life . . . how social spaces, 24-hour
living will be able to go on will have to
be looked at.” The report sees room for
improvement in relieving the over¬
crowding of housing, as well as bringing
some of the smaller residences up to
standard.
“Increasing fundraising substantially,
if not exponentially” is another priority
the report details for the new president
of Bates, a concern which may be inter¬
twined with the question of an enroll¬
ment increase. According to Carpenter
“endowment raising to be the most im¬
portant consideration.”
President Thomas Hedley Reynolds
in his Final Report of the Fifth President of
Bates College echoes this point: “One
thing is clear: The numbers are going up
for collges that do not have huge endow¬
ments. And Bates and colleges like
Bates will either have to raise their pres¬
ent numbers or their endowments fig¬
ures, or more likely both.”
The question of the optimum size of
the Bates student body is essential in
dealing with these forementioned issues.
The task of the sixth president of Bates
will be to determine what the optimum
size is for Bates, and how it will relate to
financial, student diversity and infras¬
tructural concerns.

9%k&;

The class of 1897 contained under 50 students. Photo courtesy of Special Collections.

Bates College Fall Opening Enrollment
Since 1927

“Bates will never be anything
but a small college.”
simply because the Board of Trustees
and faculty are dedicated to this ideal.
The issue of establishing the optimum
size of Bates is viewed by the report as
the “fulcrum” and “magnet” for all
planning efforts. The report contends
that increases in enrollment may con¬
tribute to answering the questions of stu¬
dent diversity, physical plant improve¬
ment and financial strength, but cannot
serve as a single solution to these issues.
Regarding the fostering of diversity
among the Bates community, the report

D/ilii coin piled by /hr Office of Housing

Faculty Worry Increased Enrollment Can
Bring Down Quality of Education
by Michele Pride
Among some of the Bates faculty
there is a feeling of wary apprehension
regarding the idea of an increased stu¬
dent enrollment. This complex issue,
they point out, poses many possible
problems that need to be weighed with
the resulting benefits.
Several academic benefits of an in¬
creased student enrollment include more
funding available for the expansion of
present college programs and new pro¬
grams, such as Women’s studies, as well
as an increase in the number of students
majoring in the smaller departments.
However, as Richard Leavitt, assist¬
ant professor of physics, pointed out,
“increasing student enrollment is ac¬
ceptable up to a point—-as long as there
is an acceptable increase in resources—
but taken to the extreme the change
would adversely affect the flavor of
Bates.”
A corresponding increase in the stu¬
dent-faculty ratio would be one negative
effect of increases in the size of the stu¬
dent body. This problematic effect be¬
comes even more complex when one

considers how it is complicated by this
year’s decrease in the faculty work load.
With each professor teaching only five
courses between the fall and winter se¬
mester instead of six, the number of
classes offered at Bates has decreased by
an estimated 10 to 15 percent.
This decrease in the number of classes

Distribution of Curricular Sections 1987-1988
76-100 +

1-10

number of students
in class
51-75

“Increasing student
enroll¬
ment is acceptable up to a
point—as long as there is an ac¬
ceptable
increase
in
re¬
sources—but taken to the ex¬
treme the change would ad¬
versely affect the flavor of
Bates.”
offered has caused class sizes to increase
over the past year. According to compu¬
tations by Associate Professor of Mathe¬
matics David Haines, based upon rec¬
ords complied by the Bates college regis¬
trar, the percentage of classes with more
than 50 students increased from 6.6 per¬
cent in 1986-1987 to 8.5 percent in
1987-1988.
Further, the number of
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11-30

31-50'

Data from computations done by David
Haines, associate professor of mathematics
based on Registrar’s records.
classes with fewer than 5 students de¬
creased from 12.4 percent in 1986-1987
to 9.9 percent in 1987-1988.
Pro¬
fessor Leavitt acknowledged that the
first effects of a large increase in the stu¬
dent-faculty ratio would be on non¬
physics majors. He said that although

the physics department was currently
committed to providing physics courses
for non-physics majors, the integrity of
the physics program for majors was of
utmost importance.
Therefore, the

■ SEE CURRICULUM PAGE 12
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Present Student Facilities Cannot Handle
Increased Student Numbers
by Nancy Wagner
Any substantial growth in the student
body size at Bates would put stress on
student facilities and, depending upon
the amount of increase, would make
changes necessary in the existing infra¬
structure.
Present problems, such as lack of ade¬
quate seating space at Commons for
lunch or the Ladd Library at finals time,
would be aggravated by an increase in
enrollment.
Craig D. Canedy, director of food ser¬
vices, remarked that “students often
have to fight to get a glass of milk at lun¬
chtime even now.”
Canedy feels that an enlargement of
Bates’ enrollment to 2,000 would neces¬
sitate an increase in the size of Com¬
mons. “Hypothetically, Commons is
supposed to be able to handle 2,000 if
students staggered their mealtimes,”
Kennedy said, “but we don’t want to
herd them in and herd them out.”
Commons capacity is 735 students at
once.
Actual seating space in the library,
limited even now, would also need to be
greatly increased to match a rise in the
student population.
According to Joseph J. Derbyshire,
director of Ladd Library, “typically, in
the profession of librarianship, we

should be able to seat 60 percent of the
students; now we can only seat 700,
which is less than 50 percent (of the stu¬
dent body).” He
notes that some additional space for
studying exists in the library, though not
more than 50 new seats could be added
to these presently underused areas.

“Hypothetically, Commons is
supposed to be able to handle
2,000 if students staggered
their mealtimes, but we don’t
want to herd them in and herd
them out.”

Although the amount of library seat¬
ing would create a problem, Derbyshire
contends that the current library collec¬
tion could meet the demands of an ex¬
panded student body. Of the library’s
486,000 volumes, only 90,000 circulate
each year, he said.
The dearth of parking spaces which
presently confronts the Bates commu¬
nity is another problem which an in¬
crease in enrollment might exacerbate.
Mark McCracken, director of security,
finds, “we have barely enough parking
now,, and much of it is inconvenient.”
There are now only a total of 500

parking spaces, including those at Mer¬
rill Gymnasium. In addition to the over¬
crowding, fire lanes are often danger¬
ously blocked. “An evaluation of Bates’
property to increase the parking facilities
would be very helpful,” McCracken re¬
marked.
Any increase in student body size
would also demand expansions of stu¬
dent services. “I need more mail¬

boxes, exclaimed Joline Froton, post
office manager, when speaking about
the adequacy of the mailroom. “Even if
the student population doesn’t in¬
crease, she continued, an expansion of
the Post Office is sorely needed. “
There are now only 800 mailboxes for
1500 students. In addition, the mail
room also lacks storage space for the
packages it must handle for students.

First Problem of Increasing Enrollment •
Housing
by Dan Record
“If I had to house five more students
I’d be hard put,” said Spencer Neyland
’87, director of housing, speaking about
the present overcrowdedness of Bates.

In the event that Bates would increase its
enrollment size over the next few years,
finding enough on-campus housing
would need to be at the top of the
agenda.
“If there is an overall plan to increase

V

s ize then something will have to be done
(to make room for all students),” Neyland said.
“Maintenance and the
Dean’s Office have agreed that there are
1,371 beds at Bates.” This year he
pointed out “we have 1,430 people on
campus, therefore we had to add 60 ex¬
tra beds.”

“Maintenance and the Dean’s
Office have agreed that there
are 1,371 beds at Bates, (but) .
. . we have 1,430 people on
campus.”

Candace Vardavis '91 and Tonio Tersigni '91 live in what was once Parker's third floor
lounge. Colin Browning photo._

Since the late 1970’s student enroll¬
ment has increased from approximately
1,300 to the present level of 1,500. In
that time no new dormitories have been
built. Roger Williams Hall and Rand
Hall both have been renovated and a
number of the houses on Woods Street
have been opened to accomodate the in¬
crease in the past decade.
In the past three years, as the crunch
has gotten ’even more tight, former
lounges in Wentworth Adams Hall and
Parker Hall have been converted into
temporary rooms. In Smith Hall, rooms

that were formerly triples are now
quads. Plus the college has opened new
buildings such as Clapp House and the
Turner Annex. None of those places is
meant to be permanent but, Neylarid
admits, “basically everything we open
up stays open.”
Now, Neyland emphasizes, “we are
at a breaking point literally. If you ever
want to consider expanding the college
we have to build a new dorm and we
have to expand Commons,..student ac¬
tivity space, . . . the post office, . . .
(plus) hire more faculty and then buy
more houses for the faculty—it’s like a
domino effect.”
“It’s not as simple as building one
dorm,” he stresses. “It will be interest¬
ing to see what the new president will do
as far as long-range plans.” Neyland
said he has not heard any talk of any
new dormitories but that type of a deci¬
sion would be made by the Trustees.
Possible room for future expansion in¬
clude houses the college purchased two
years ago, but the original residents are
still living in them and will continue to
do so. At the time of the purchase Ber-

■ SEE HOUSING PAGE 12'

Increasing Enrollment Poses Too Many Problems
One of the more pointed questions
presently flying around the Bates cam¬
pus is whether the Trustees can and
should expand the enrollment to 2,000
by the year 2000. Although this a pro¬
posal about the future, the true merits of
this proposal (or lack thereof), are best
borne out by examining the details of
our present situation.
Most of you are, to some extent,
aware that Bates has an overcrowding
problem, and that this problem effects
the quality of Bates life in several ways.

First, it has resulted in substandard
living conditions in many of the dorms.
Maintenance, Housing, and the admin¬
istration all agree that 1371 is the maxi-

Jeffrey Braun
mum number of beds we should have on
campus, given the present facilities.
However, there are currently 1425 stu¬
dents on campus, 55 over the official
limit. In order to house this surplus,
students are being stuffed in rooms that

are either makeshift, or originally de¬
signed for fewer people.
For example, Smith’s rooms, which
were originally designed as doubles and
figured into the 1371 equation as triples,
are currently being used as quads, and
are totally unacceptable spacewise.
Housing has also been forced to reno¬
vate lounges and kitchens. The first
floor lounge in Adams is now a huge,
barn-like quad. The Adams kitchen was
halved and turned into a triple, as were
the Small and Herrick House lounges.

Several doubles have been converted to
triples in Rand, and the Turner annex
is also being used.
All this is trying to show is that Bates
is obviously approaching capacity in
housing students, and that it should con¬
sider this before continuing to add more.
Overcrowding has also adversely ef¬
fected the dining situation. The worst
example
being
Tuesday/Thursday
lunch, when 600 -700 students are all

■ SEE BRAUN, PAGE 12
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Bates

Should

■ BRAUN, FROM PAGE 11

trying to funnel through Commons be¬
tween 12:20 and 1:00, along with the
students already seated. Dinners have
been , noticeably more crowded, and
Housing Coordinator Spencer Neyland
agrees that “ . . . there are simply too
many people eating on campus.”
Academic and social life have been af¬
fected, as well. We’ve increased the
number of students, yet we still have the
same number of carrels in the library,
and we’ve actually reduced alternative
social and study space by using lounges
to house students and by overfilling
rooms. According to CSA Director Paul
Rosenthal, one potential result of this is
that “ . . . people have been more vio¬
lent and loud at parties, and in the
dorms, because they don’t have suffi¬
cient personal space.”
This whole problem is exacerbated by
demographic changes in the student
body. As Spencer Neyland points out,
”... more people are bringing cars,
TV’s, stereos, fridges, microwaves, etc.
to school than ever before.”
The campus is obviously overloading
its facilities with an enrollment of 1,500,
and something must be done to alleviate
the present situation before any enroll¬
ment growth can occur. We can barely
house the extra 55 students on campus

Housing
■ HOUSING, FROM PAGE 11
nard Carpenter, treasurer and vice pres¬
ident for financial affairs, noted that the
newly-purchased houses would allow the
college space for long-range planning.
However, it is not clear when they will
be available.
Until long-range plans are made the
college will continue to encourage stu¬
dents to move off-campus. Said Ney¬
land, “I can’t be very flexible because
I don’t have many rooms to play with.
People feel the crunch.”
What worries Neyland most is that
fewer students this year are living offcampus. “We are still relying on people
moving off campus,” but Neyland
admits that, “It is naive to assume we
can rely on the off-campus number.”

Not

Increase Enrollment

now, with present capacities. It seems
ridiculous to assume that within five
years we could fund the necessary
expansion in dorm, eating, social,
study, office, and classroom space to ac¬
commodate the 250 extra students that
would be here by 1995, let alone the 500
proposed by 2000.
Regardless of how individuals have
couched the argument thus far, the de¬
ciding question in this entire debate
should be will the new students bring in
mope money than they cost? The an¬
swer Is^an unqualified NO. Even with¬
out knowing how the new (and present)
students’ tuitrops will be broken down
between growth arid maintenance costs,
it is safe to say the combined tuition pay¬
ments, and parental and alumni contri¬
butions will not total up to the untold
millions these new students will require.
Remember also that soliciting corpo¬
rate grants for new buildings and faculty
chairs takes time and extensive plan¬
ning, as do drawing up plans and hiring
firms to actually build these buildings.
Hence, the growth of Bates to a school
of 2000 demands a more feasible timeframe.
The argument has also been put forth
that expansion is part of Bates tradition.
After all, so the argument goes, the
school has doubled in size over the last
twenty years. Exactly! And one need

Comparison of
Nescac Colleges
UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT
Bowdoin

1360

Bates

1516

Amherst
Hamilton College
Colby
Trinity College (CT)
Connecticut College
Williams
Middicbury
Wesleyan
1’ufts University

1622
1627
1746
1912
1922
1924
1950
2701
4750

From The College Board Guide to American
Colleges, 1988-89

TEST
YOUR
STRENGTH.

only observe the current overcrowding
problem to understand the implications
such recent unchecked growth has had
on campus life.
This column is not arguing that Bates
should never grow again, but that there
are numerous pressing issues that re¬
quire attention before any future growth
can occur. When these needs are ad¬
dressed, what the Trustees need to do is
to sit down and decide exactly how big

Bates can reasonably grow, without
mortgaging its small, liberal arts envi¬
ronment.
Then and only then, they can imple¬
ment a comprehensive plan that will see
us smoothly through this phase. And it
must be a plan that takes into consider¬
ation not only its physical and numerical
size, but also the quality of life on cam¬
pus, so the same mistakes of the present
will not be repeated in the future.

Increased Enrollment
Can Bring Down
Quality of Education
■ CURRICULUM, FROM PAGE 10
courses which would suffer first would
be courses like Physics 101-102.
Additionally, as Professor Kolb,
chairman of the philosophy department,
noted, “trying to enlarge the student
body . . . raises questions about the se¬
lectivity of Bates.” After all, competi¬
tion is stiff for top students.
In, order to increase student enroll¬
ment Bates administrators have two op¬
tions. The first is to increase the size of
the applicant pool and to make a con¬
scious and open effort to accept an addi¬
tional number of students. The second
alternative for the administration entails
a slightly deceptive strategy. Simply
put, the administration could increase
the applicant pool and accept more stu¬
dents, while claiming to be ‘unaware’ of
the increase.
This may or may not be ongoing,
however, some faculty members said
that something called the ‘accidental
creep in enrollment’ has become evident
in the past few years. It is something
which clearly does not go unnoticed by
students and faculty. Adminstration, on

the other hand, has not offically recog¬
nized the problem.
Dennis Sweet, assistant professor of
German, said “I would like to see (in¬
creased student enrollment) as part of a
general plan which can then be brought
out into the open and decided upon and
not as a sort of hidden creep.”

“Trying to enlarge the student
body . . . raises questions
about the selectivity of Bates.”

The idea that what is needed is a ‘gen¬
eral plan’ reflects the some of the facul¬
ty’s concern regarding the eventual dis¬
tribution of the new funds. Capital ex¬
penditures to increase the size of
facilities like the library and commons,
already suffering from the effects of
overcrowding, would be necessary. In
addition, more funding for individual
departments to aid in the acquisition of
new faculty and the expansion of depart¬
ment facilities, as needed, would also be
necessary.

Write for The Student
News
• Sports
•Arts
• Forum
Interested?
Come to our meeting
Sunday nights at 7:00

QUITTING. IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.
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Arts & Entertainment
Amador, Wetmore and Osherhoff
Do It All Again
by Jason Patenaude
Play it again, Sam. And Liliana, and
Kevin . . .
An encore presentation of Seneca’s
Medea will be presented, with the origi¬
nal cast, on Saturday, January 21 at 7
P.M., and on Sunday, January 22, at 2
P.M. The re-run is in preparation for a
performance on February 1 at the XXI
American College Theater Festival
Competition (ACTF).
Medea, which stars sophomores Lili¬
ana Amador, Kevin Wetmore, and Sam
Osherhoff, moved and impressed audi¬
ences not only at the college but at the
ACTF as well. Bates was one of only five
New England Colleges chosen from an
original field of 82 schools to compete for
a berth in the finals.
The stars of the play were also happy
with their work. “Out of all of the pro¬
ductions I’ve been involved in,” stated
Kevin Wetmore, “This is the most wor¬
thy (for the award).” Liliana Amador,
who stars as the half-mortal, half-goddess, added that the encore perform¬
ances being held this weekend should be
better than the originals. “(The play) is
going to be stronger. We’re planning
for more dramatic movements, using
the dancing and the music to their best
effect. We would like to see the au¬
dience’s reaction (to the changes).”
Wetmore agreed that the audience
would both enjoy the revamped produc¬
tion and help the enhancement of the
changes. “I recommend seeing the spe¬
cial performance. It would really help
us out in practicing for the competition

and gauging the success of the new mat¬
erial.”
Wetmore credits the success of the
original material to director Paul Kuritz, associate professor of theater. “Paul
really did a good job. Classical plays can
be seen as having to be performed in a
very set and rigid way. Paul, without
changing the original meaning, gave the
play new life. There’s a sense of time¬
lessness in it, a sense of otherness. It’s
not PBS theater.”
Kuritz’ production was unique and
impressive because of the atmosphere
created through scenery, effects, and
music. It surrounded not only the char¬
acters but the audience as well. For
Amador, who has been chosen to com¬
pete for the Irene Ryan scholarship as
well, the play’s oppressive atmosphere is
both helpful and detrimental. “I don’t
feel nervous about (competing for the
Ryan scholarship).
I’m concerned
about the material, the play. They (the
judges) don’t take well to heavy drama.
An actress my age, like around 19 or 20,
tends to shy away from this type of char¬
acter. (But) I feel we have a very good
chance of going to the finals with the
strength of the piece. It’s different and
stronger than anything else out there.
It’s going to be a shocker. The last play
is usually the best play and we’re the last
play. I think we’ve got a good chance. ”
Reservations for “Medea” can be placed by
calling the Schaeffer Theater Box Office at
(207) 786-6161. Ticket prices are $4.00 for
general admission and $2.00 for senior citizens
and members of the Bates community.

Special performances of Medea will be presented as a prelude to their ACTF entry. .Colin
Browning photo.

In Focus: Is Olin Too Small Already?
by Mary Lehman
Increasing Bates’ enrollment has
brought images to mind of endless Com¬
mons’ lines, housing in the Auburn
Mall, and library carols squished be¬
tween ancient Time magazines in the cel¬
lar. But our imaginations should also be
extending into other aspects of our life at
Bates—space and time we now take for
granted may soon be a thing of the past.
Consider Olin Arts Center. Built less
than three years ago, coordinator Mark
Howard claims that it is already being
used “to capacity.” Howard stresses the
fact that Olin was designed to fit its bud¬
get of 4.5 million dollars (leaving no ex¬
tra bucks), and has no physical room to
expand. (It’s the big beautiful building
nudged between Adams, the Puddle,
and John’s.) “At this point,” Howard
continues, “the gift of Olin was a great
boon to the art and music departments
. . . that was the (previous) limit, (and
it) has been reached.”
Howard adds that there has been talk
of a concert auditorium in the future;
Olin then being used for smaller con¬
certs, and more as a multi-purpose facil¬
ity than its fairly pure artistic use now.
Such use might be a meeting place for
clubs or lectures, if we were to expand
Commons through Chase Lounge.
But wasn’t Olin supposed to draw more
talented applicants to Bates’ art and mu¬
sic departments? Bill Matthews, associ¬
ate professor of music, says it has defi¬
nitely accomplished this, but adds, “We
ail have the feeling we could use more
musicians.” He says that Olin was
“planned to be roomy,” and current
use is at a comfortable level.

However, Matthews also mentions
something that we tend to forget when
we dream of expansion—money. Mat¬
thews says that it is difficult to compare
Bates with other institutions because of
our small endowment that is particularly
felt in the arts. “I went to a school that
was much richer in cultural possibilities,”
he says, but stresses that was because it
was wealthier, not larger.
Associate Professor of theater Paul
Kuritz explains that future expansion of
the arts depends on the percent of new
students with interest. If this percentage
grows with added enrollment, art de¬
partmental needs could stretch to in¬
creased size of limited enrollment
classes, a larger budget, more produc¬
tions and production facilities. “We
need more rehearsal space as it is, ’ ’ Kur¬
itz notes.

thousand Batesies stuffed with chicken
patties, reclining in their comfortable fif¬
ty-fourth floor room with a book they

didn’t have to steal, that they might also
have a seat for a concert. Or even a
chance to toot their own horn.

Winter Carnival
| Friday, January 20
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3pm
4pm
5pm
7pm - 9pm
9pm -11pm and 11pm - lam
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Traying down Mt. David, (free)
h
Punch tasting contest. Leave fromy!
Chase Hall, (free)
Winter Carnival Celebration Dinner.
Commons.
H
Skating party and sleigh rides. Sch-[1
napps, hot cocoa, hot cider, (free)
Pub featuring folk guitarist Peter Jarvis, jj
($2 a set) Chase Lounge.

a
a
a

a Saturday, January 21
Lecturer in dance Marcy Plavin
agrees with the need for expansion de¬
pending on percentage of interested and
talented new students. The Modern
Dance Company sponsors guest per¬
formances, instructors for open classes,
and spring and fall concerts by the com¬
pany itself, and could benefit from a
larger budget and a few more pointed
toes. But Plavin readily recognizes the
cost. “I hope if they increase size, they
will increase budget.” Plavin also ac¬
knowledges the possibility of an in¬
creased enrollment lowering Bates’ rela¬
tively new-found competitive status.
And here we face the circular argu¬
ment that increased enrollment in the
near future means increased endowment
for the far future. If this money is raised,
let’s hope once we’ve got the future two

12:30pm
3:30pm
9pm
9:30pm

Winter Carnival Olympics. Prizes
given.
Snow sculpture contest judging. Library
Quad.
Mural judging contest.
Winter carnival toga party. Optional 3
toga or semi-formal attire.
Live music: The Wrecking Crew, Ab
rahimas’ World Beat Band, Shades of §
Grey. Chase Hall. ($5)

a
a
a

Cartoons. Mimosas, Bloody Mary’s.
Skelton Lounge.
Superbowl. 100“ big screen TV’s. Den
Beer, alt. bevs, snacks.
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Poetry Series Continues With Amy Clampitt
by Jason Patenaude

Amy Clampitt is a testimony to the
cliche “better late than never.”
Having published her first book, The
Kingfisher, in 1983, Clampitt is consid¬
ered to be a fairly new poet. The catch is
that Amy Clampitt is over 60 years old.
This late start may be one of the rea¬
sons why The Kingfisher impressed critics
so much that The New York Times Book
Review claims “Amy Clampitt . . . im¬
mediately merits consideration as one of
our most distinguished contemporary
poets.”
Clampitt read her poetry last night in
Chase Lounge, as part of the Bates Col¬
lege Poetry Series, which allows the
Bates community to hear established
poets free of charge.
John Tagliabue, Professor of English,
head of the Poetry Series, and an estab¬
lished poet himself, expressed great in¬
terest in Clampitt’s poetry. “I had heard
her poetry and had liked it. I had also

seen her read at a poetry reading in
Portland.

Ginsberg in March
An extremely intelligent and welltravelled woman, Clampitt is noted for
her beautifully lyrical descriptions of the
natural world, and references to classical
literature and science.
Clampitt is just one of the highly ac¬
claimed poets brought to campus in the
poetry series since its establishment in
1971 by Professor Tagliabue and now
retired Professor of English James
Hepburn.

Professor John Tagliabue, Head of the
Poetry Series. File photo.

“I liked the way she read. There’s a
sense of alertness and excitement (in Her
poetry), she seems very authentic . . .
not packaged.”

Among the poets that have come to
Bates in the past include Pulitzer Prize
winners Galway Kinnell and Gwendo¬
lyn Brooks, Robert Bly, Steven
Spender, Denise Libertov, and Bates
alumnus Pamela Alexander, winner of
the Yale Young Poets Award. This se¬
mester the poetry series will bring both

Allen Ginsberg (March 1st) and Donald
Justice (March 23rd).
Professor Tagliabue, who is a friend
of Ginsberg’s and was also a classmate
of Jack Kerouac’s, is very pleased with
the success of the Poetry Series. “I’m
looking forward to the other readings.
The college has been very willing to give
money for these readings. Bates has
been very generous with providing
funds for poets.”
Because of college funding, the Bates
community is able to see such acclaimed
poets as Ginsberg and Clampitt for free.
It’s not often that one is able to hear a
poet like Amy Clampitt, a woman for
whom late is definitely better than
never.
Far better.

Grossman and Renbourn: Paddlin ’ Together
by Robert Parks
Legendary
bluesman
Nehemiah
“Skip” James says that he plays guitar
as if he were in a canoe. That is, he
only paddles alone. Otherwise, he says,
someone else in the boat might paddle
“This side and that” or drop the paddle
or even cause the boat to “ . . . collapse
and sink”.
Last Saturday night, two great guitar¬
ists, Stefan Grossman and John Re¬
nbourn, played a concert in the Bates
College Chapel with both oars in the
water.
First, Grossman came on to play a
solo set firmly grounded in the American
styles of blues and ragtime. He started
the set with a kind of rollicking rag in
which he used a set of metal fingerpicks
to transform his guitar into a 1920’s pi¬
ano on fire. He shouted narration while
he played, “Do that slow rag!” and
“Roll it!” Grossman then exhibited a
series of bends and single note leads that
confirmed him as a master of vibrato.
When interviewed after the concert,
Grossman confirmed that he had picked
up this technique up from an old friend,
“Yes, that was Eric.” Grossman lived
with Eric Clapton in the late 1960’s.
In the next song, Grossman outlined
the difference between the guitar as a
backup instrument in white america in
the 1920’s and the fingerpicking that
was going on in the rural black south.
This latter style involves fingerpicked
leads over a alternating syncopated bass
played by the thumb.
Grossman
learned from the direct source of finger¬
picking when he was just fifteen. He
entered into a fantastic “crossroads”
type apprenticeship with one of the leglodic than Grossman’s even though the
song was fingerpicked blues style. Re¬
nbourn is grounded in folk and has a
lighter touch.
The
highlight
of
Renbourn’s set was a jazz tune with blue
notes galore called Little Niles. Re¬
nbourn played a Scottish song and two
Irish Ballads to show the indigenous mu¬
sic of the isles. In his characteristic wit,
Renbourn described the next song, from
the renaissance period, as “featuring the
Pre-Christian foot-petal”. The preci¬
sion with which he played these songs
suggests Renbourn’s classical training.
At the age of 15, Renbourn enrolled in
classical lessons at George Abbot School
in Guiford. Later, he became interested
in blues music when he heard blues guit¬
arist Big Bill Broonzy.
Renbourn
formed the group Pentangle, who per¬
formed at Bates as part of the Concert

Grossman and Renbourn performed last Friday in the Bates Chapel. Photo compliments
News Bureau.

Series earlier this year. He had toured
with them for many years and left in
1973. Renbourn displayed his own
prowess at adapting styles at the close of
his set by playing a song called
“Cherry,” written by a South African
artist. The percussive string snapping of
Renbourn was very effective as a bound¬
ary between the two riffs, or improvisational themes, in the song.
Stefan Grossman and John Renbourn
are volatile elements by themselves, but
when blended together, they explode.
When Grossman returned to the stage,
the Grossman/Renbourn amalgam fired
a great American flatpicking number at
the audience. Flatpicking is the use of a
pick and involves strumming the strings.
The flatpicking tunes, “Billy and the
Low Grounds” and “Bonaparte’s Re¬
treat,” were followed by Charles Min¬
endary virtuosos of blues guitar, Rever¬
end Gary Davis. Grossman grew up in
Manhattan and ventured into the Bronx
to Davis’ shack to tape record and learn
in 8 to 10 hour marathon lessons. He
later spent time with other prominent
figures in black blues history: Nehemiah
“Skip” James, Mississippi John Hurt,
Son House, and Fred McDowell.
Grossman started The Stefan Grossman
Guitar Workshop, a series of tablature
books and tapes for sale to learn these
styles.
Grossamn showed his versatility in his
set by adapting into a “New Age”-ish
mode of jazz/blues/folk fusion. He told
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an anecdote about how he was inspired
at write a song after an erudite man on
an airplane told him that he must “See
the wind.” The song (called “Sparkling
on the Wind”) started slow and limber¬
ing using harmonics (the plucking of the
strings for a bell like sound) and jazz
chords. When the song changed tempo,
Grossman’s fingerpicks brought about a
staccato brightness. The song then re¬
turned to its delicate theme. Grossman
finished with a perfunctory hand¬
clapping-audience-participation
song
which he did beautifully by breaking the
audience into “guitar players” and
“normal people,” and then played a
jazz/folk song he called a “song of an¬
xiety.” Grossman’s set explored his di¬
versity of guitar styles, and showed his
ability to keep with contemporary styles.
John Renbourn was less loquacious
between songs but used his voice to sing
traditional songs of the British Isles. He
started with a Celtified version of a
Booker T. and the M.G.’s song. His
notes were less accented and more megus’ “Goodbye Porkpie Hat.” The
song was prefaced by a slow blues intro
by Grossman. He played an intricate
backdrop while Renbourn played amaz¬
ing leads using only harmonics. To do
this, he changed the tuning of the strings
in mid song. The bending and vibrato
of the notes was accomplished behind
the nut.
The next song was built around Stef¬
an’s rendition of an old Sadie Becks

standard, “Mississippi Blues,” in which
Renbourn gave the audience a lesson in
musicology with his leads. He started
with the 1920’s piano, then moved to a
series of crazy boogie bass runs and then
snapped into a series of cold B.B.King
riffs.
These were kingtone Chicago
bends that shook the building.
Their famous “ ’Round About Mid¬
night” by Thelonius Monk ended the
night followed by and encore of the folk
song, “Take a Whiff On Me.”
Only by seeing the show could one ap¬
preciate the difference between Grossman and Renbourn. Renbourn said,
“We’re two solo guitarists who are or¬
chestrated together.” Grossman, the
American, has a bluesy sometimes brash
touch. While Renbourn, the English¬
man, is more subtle in his approach.
They both share the same influences
naming bluesman Big Bill Broonzy as a
primary inspiration. They show that in
a two man canoe they not only can keep
the canoe afloat, but heading straight
down the path of music history. And
that’s paddlin’ with twenty fingers.

Magic Wash
New coin-op laundromat at 230
Bartlett St., Lew.
We have wash-dry-fold, dry
cleaning & alteration/repair ser¬
vices.
Come see us and get 50% off
wash-dry-fold or
1 free wash(any size machine) or
1 free dry(.75 value).
Expires 2/15/89
ust show college ID

Magic Wash Inc.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Exhibit*. Japanese and New England Artists
by Stacey Cramp
The. “Japanese- Crafts - New
England” exhibit will be shown in the
Olin Arts Museum until January 29th.
Delores Root, coordinator of the ex¬
hibit, claims the clay, fiber, metal, and
wood pieces “are not exquisite examples
of Japanese art.”
These pieces are however, exquisite
examples of an innovative and unique
class of art. The sixteen artists whose
work is displayed are Japanese who have
moved to New England and New Eng¬
landers who have been to Japan. The
combination of Japanese and American
influence has produced some very beau¬
tiful and startling results.
Dolores Root, co-director of the Brattleboro Museum and Art Center, says
the exhibition “questions America’s
conventional knowledge of Japan
toward understanding the limits of that
knowledge and at the same time intro¬
duces some of the richness and diversity
of Japanese culture.”
The sixteen artists in this exhibit were
chosen from a field of forty Japanese and
American artists who live in New En¬
gland. Guest curators Anne Nishimura
Morse and Samuel C. Morse say
“many Japanese artists have settled in
New England to distance themselves
from the constraints of the very tradi¬
tions that the American artists have gone
to Japan to seek. ”
Hajime Kozuru is one of this growing
group of Japanese artists who now re¬
sides in New England. He comes from
four generations of potters. When living
with his family in Japan he was expected
to create traditional tea ware.
He
moved to New England to fulfill his de-

sire to experiment with different styles.
Kozuru’s works are clearly influenced
by his New England surroundings. A
large, clay bowl entitled “Autumn Leaf
Reflections on a Pond” is “ . . . directly
inspired by New England fall foliage.”
His use of vibrant yellow over glaze
enamels shows a change in style from the
traditional natural ash glazes. The re¬
sult is a traditional shaped bowl with tra¬
ditional background color, and brilliant
streaks of yellow splashed on the surface
perfectly depicting leaves reflected in
water. This combination of Japanese
and American elements creates an excit¬
ing new style.
Working with field
and beach stones led New England artist

David Phillips to explore his interests
further in Japan. He visited temple gar¬
dens and studied with Japanese land¬
scape designers. His piece, “Enclose
III,” is a visually pleasing combination
of round stones, some covered in cast
bronze, placed carefully in a square en¬
closure of black sand. The placement
and shape of the beach stones and the
color of the sand were a result of Phil¬
lips’ observations in Japan. They add a
serene and orderly touch to what could
have been a random and unimpressive
work of art.
The work of Kozuru and Phillips and
the fourteen other artists “
. illumi¬
nates the process of cross-cultural ex¬

change as well as artistic process, to dis¬
cover different ways individuals have de¬
parted
from
historical
traditions,
internalizing and translating their expe¬
rience in Japan, ultimately making their
own unique forms and styles.” The
sharing of styles that took place in creat¬
ing these works is a remarkable step in
itself. With further interest in and sup¬
port for this exchanging of ideas, we can
begin to gain more knowledge of other
cultures.
In conjunction with the exhibit, phi¬
losophy Professor David Kolb will speak
on “Traditional Japanese Crafts in the
Modern Context.”
Professor Kolb
taught in Japan for a year and has trav¬
elled there several times since. His in¬
terest in Japan stems from personal
friends who are Japanese artists and
reading he has done on the subject.
However, his “ . . . own interests do
not lie specifically in art, but in tradition
and modernization.”
Professor Kolb will be raising ques¬
tions about the relation of tradition and
the individual and stressing his theory
that American artists do not go to Japan
solely to attain a sense of tradition and
Japanese do not come to America just
to get away from it. He is concerned
about whether modernization implies
westernization and will concentrate on
“ ... some of the conditions under
which craftspeople work now and be¬
fore, and the context of these condit¬
ions.”
The lecture will be held in the Olin
Arts Center on January 21st at 4:30 pm
in Room 105. There is no admission fee
and a reception will be hosted afterwards
by the Japan American Society of
Maine.

Brought to

Et tu, CHC?
toga or not to toga...
It Will Shock You To
Although tradition dictates a Winter Carnival formal, some would

by Scott Dalton, Kevin Doyle and
Colin Browning

You might think that calling Brought to
Light a ’Graphic Docudrama’ would be
a pretentious overestimation of a comic
book. It is not. This two story expose,
aside from featuring some of the most
respected names in comic books today,
provides a story of such frightening
magnitude that you will wish it was sim¬
ply a comic book plot thought up in
somebody’s twisted mind. The first
story Flashpoint:
The LaPanca
Bombing is an accurate representation
(in terms of both script and artwork) of
the CIA’s attempted assassination of
Zero Pastora, a Nicaraguan contra
leader, that resulted in the deaths of five
journalists. The authors, Joyce Brabner
{Real War Stories) and Thomas Yeates
{Swamp Thing) cite this case as an exam¬
ple of a series of covert actions overseen
by the CIA and acting under the con¬
doned guidance of key government offi¬
cials. It is well written and illustrated,
and though the subject matter is discon¬
certing, you can still sleep after you read
it.
This is not true of Shadowplay: The
Secret Team. As those of you who fol¬
low our comic reviews realize, I heartily
enjoy and recommend almost every¬
thing that Alan Moore {Watchmen, Vfor
Vendetta, Killing Joke) and Bill Sienkiewicz {Elektra, Stray Toasters) work on.
Shadowplay is their first collaborative
work and it terrifyingly brilliant.
The plotline addresses and involves
the reader directly as we enter the
frightening world of a government that
operates above the law which governs
every other American. We wander

through the Sienkiewicz’s surrealistic
fog to a bar where we sit down with the
sole other patron, an aged drunken eagle
that represents ’The Company’ (aka:
the CIA). The eagle then proceeds to list
his past 30 years worth of accomplish¬
ments, using the yardstick of swimming
pools of blood to measure the extent of
his actions.
What he asks the reader to believe in
at the end will shock you. It should. I
must warn you, this is a disturbing
book, not because it is fictional horror
but because of the truth behind the hor¬
ror. I only hope it disturbs you as much
as it did me. Oh, by the by, you will
have a difficult time finding this on the
shelves of local comic book stores, but
they will ’special order’ it for you.

argue the best Bates throws, the committee is bucking it this year for
a theme party. The situation evolved from a plan that has been touch
and go from the start. Everybody knows Otis Day was supposed to
come—thus the “Animal House” toga-party theme. But when he
cancelled, preferred attire remained white and draped. Seems CHC
had already made plans for a semi-formal this winter, a Valentines Day
dance (Yah, all five of you Batesie singles are invited, too), so they
decided to keep the toga idea. Problem is, a lot of dresses bought on
the sales rack (Filene’s Basement was said to be trashed) will go un-.
used. Time will tell if, indeed, black taffeta is thicker than white cot¬
ton, as coordinator Karen Skofield urges Batesies to come as they
wish. The night might resemble something like a “Star Trek” epi¬
sode where a Dior fashion show is transported to a planet of intoxi¬
cated Greek Dionysis-worshipers—a bizarre culture twist, and Jim
and crew must find out who are the disguised lizard man-eaters. Go
just to people-watch.

Winter Events—Beneath the Snow
Friday, January 20
Who Framed Roger Rabbit—Sponsored
by the Filmboard. 7pm
SI
Filine Room.
(also shown,
same time, same place, Saturday
and Sunday, 2pm and 7pm.)
A Shayna Maidel—Produced by The
Theater Project in Brunswick.
The story of a Jewish family’s par¬
tial reunification after the Holocaust
Call 729-8584 for info.
Doug Verone and Dancers—Sponsored
by Ram Island Dance Company,
in conclusion of guest artist in res¬
idence Doug Verone.

773-2562 for info. 8pm. Also on
Sun.
Chapel Hall, State St.
Church, 159 State St., Portland.

Saturday, January 21
Medea—Special performance, in pre¬
lude to the production’s participa¬
tion in ACTF contest. 7pm $4/$2.
call Schaffer Theater for advance
tickets at 786- 6161. (additional
performance Sunday at 2pm.)
Lecture: Professor of philosophy
David Kolb speaks on “Tradi¬
tional Japanese Crafts in the Mod¬
ern Context” In conjunction with
Olin Art Museum exhibit.
4:30pm Olin 105.

Monday, January 23
Lecture: Sue Hyde, director of the
Privacy Project at the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force in
Washington, D.C. on “Bleak
House: Maggie Thatcher. Clause28
and Homosexuals- A Report
on Britain Today.”
Free Chase Hall Lounge.
Sugarbaby—Sponsored by Bates Col¬
lege German Films. Comedy, in
German with English subtitles. Free
8pm Olin 104.

Friday, February 10
Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers—
Tickets on sale Jan 3rd. Call Teletron at 1-800-382-8080. U. Southern
Maine. Portland. 8pm.
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Increase Enrollment
Many benefits might be accrued through a well-planned increase
in Bates’ enrollment of a few hundred students over the next decade.
We feel that the economic needs that this college will face in the 21st
century require us to prepare now. A larger enrollment will improve
Bates’ financial status by increasing alumni donations in addition to
bringing in tuition dollars.
Bates’ endowment is eclipsed by those of the colleges to which we
compare our school. Unlike a Bowdoin or an Amherst, Bates has
never had a lot of “old boy” money. We are, in the words of Leigh
Campbell, “the poor kid on the block.” In order for us to compete
with these schools in the future, we must continue to improve our
social and academic offerings. We should continually strive to en¬
hance programs and attract exceptional faculty. To do this requires
funds, which the increased enrollment will provide over the long
term.
Some would argue that our social and academic offerings will de¬
cline if we increase enrollment. One might claim that an increase in
students will result in drastic overcrowding in Commons, the library,
and dormitory housing.
It is true that these facilities are at their current limits. But that is
not reason enough to oppose increasing enrollment. With solid plan¬
ning, Bates can expand on its physical plant to suit an increase. Re¬
garding the housing problem, for example, the college owns three
million dollars worth of property adjacent to campus which it now
uses for entals. Some of these buildings could affordably be con¬
verted into student housing to accommodate an increase in enroll¬
ment.
There are those who argue that increasing enrollment will force
Bates to reduce its admission standards. However, Bates does not
need to compromise its admissions standards if we increase enroll¬
ment. If we stand firmly by our current standards, we will be simply
forced to look harder outside of the northeast. We can expand our
national recruitment program and attract more top students from the
likes of Yew Mexico and Montana in addition to the usual from New
York and Massachusetts. This will give Bates a more diverse campus
in addition to building its national reputation.
There is also concern that Bates’ intimate atmosphere will give way
to a colder, mpersonal environment. Phis argument is not new.
Whenever Bates has chosen to increase enrollment, it has opened it¬
self up to this criticism. A Batesie from the 1960s (when enrollment
was less than 1,000) probably would have said that 1,500 would be
too impersonal. In many ways that Batesie would have been right.
An enrollment of 1,500 would have made Bates too impersonal back
then, but in the 1980s 1,500 has well suited the atmosphere. Bates has
grown and adapted to change while preserving its personal touch.
With proper planning, Bates can grow and preserve that touch in the
1990s.
It is important to consider the fact that increasing enrollment is not
a new phenomenon. In 1977, for example, enrollment was 1,349
while in 1987 that figure was 1,545. The Student is advocating a contin¬
uation of that trend A well-thought plan of increasing enrollment is
necessary for Bates in the 1990s.
It is important that this plan must take into consideration the stu¬
dents who are here while the increase is being implemented. The pres¬
ident must take special care that these students are not neglected in
favor of long-term goals. In addition, a plan will be useful in making
me college confront each of the overcrowding predicaments with a
concerted effort, rather than the band-aid remedies that now exist for
such situations.
___
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To The Editor:
Every November 14th, Bates students
rush first to the business office and then
to security to buy a $50 parking permit
before the winter parking ban goes into
effect. I would like to raise a question to
the Bates community that has already
been discussed with security. Why is it
that students can not park in spaces re¬
served for faculty, but faculty may park
anywhere, be it student lots, a curb
along Andrews road, or any other illegal
space, receiving only a friendly note, not
a $5 ticket? I would be more than willing
to leave them their parking spaces if they
would be so kind as to leave students
theirs.
The prbblem becomes greater. If stu¬
dents can not find a space on centred

campus, due to the faculty cars, they
must park behind Merrill Gym. After
the faculty leave at 5:00, spaces open up,
but students must walk back to Merrill,
along dark paths, to retrieve their cars.
There are options, including limiting
the number of permits to the number of
spaces, creating more student parking
on central campus (perhaps reserving
the entire lot behind Lane Hall for stu¬
dents), or cracking down on all parking
violators, be they students or staff, and
making it clear who may park where.
Although some faculty members may
not like a new plan, I think ,most will
see it as fair. I hope that the administra¬
tion will consider the proposal, making
it easier for both faculty and students.
Thank You,
Buffy Katz

C.R.C. Can Help Bates
To The Editor:
What’s going on at prestigious Bates
College? Well, in the last nine weeks of
the semester, thirty five cars have been
vandalized at once, the women of Parker
have been harassed approximately
twenty seven times, several parties have
warranted the attendance of the police,
a naked mad man snuck around the
campus trying to open doors, one car
was set on fire in the parking lot behind
the gym, someone took the licence plate
off another’s car, a cat was hung on
Wood Street, not to mention tens of
thousands of dollars worth of other as¬
sorted dorm damage.
I don’t want to jump to any hasty de¬
cisions, but I’d say that Bates has a
problem. Here we are, one of the top
thirty colleges in the nation, with stu¬
dents who obviously have the brains to
match, but somehow we have created an
atmosphere where these intelligent stu¬
dents constantly harass one another and
vandalize each other’s property without
ANY consequences.
In the last analysis it js the students
who are, and must be, blamed for this
behavior. It is the students who do these
acts. And it is the students who must
change in order to make this college a
better place for learning. This however
is only a superficial answer to the prob¬
lem. For a change, why don’t we look a
little deeper into the problem. Maybe
we’ll learn something if we don’t just

look at the surface. After all, aren’t we
here to learn?
Actually, this question of learning has
bothered me for some time, but was re¬
cently clarified for me by a perceptive
friend. While many colleges and institu¬
tions exist solely for the purpose of learn¬
ing, Bates College unfortunately is not
one of those: places. Bates College is a
business which uses the pretense of be¬
ing a place for learning. It is run like a
business, treated like a business, but
tries to look like a place for learning. I
am NOT trying to say that Bates is not
a good place for students to learn, in fact
I believe quite the opposite. Bates, how¬
ever, simply does not put the students
first; it puts money first.
A perfect example of this is last year’s
decision to have the faculty lower the
number of courses they each would
teach. This made sense, it would im¬
prove the quality of their courses. In re¬
turn, however, it did not result in an ad¬
ministrative decision to hire more fac¬
ulty. As a result, the number of courses
offered each semester has been reduced
drastically. This is not a problem for the
administration: they still attract students
with their course listings without any fi¬
nancial losses; it is not a problem for the
faculty: they teach less courses; it IS a
problem for the students who often don’t
get to take the courses which they de¬
serve to take. Sounds like a business de-

■ SEE LETTERS,PAGE 18
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FORUM

Gimme Some Truth: Media In The Eighties
Has it really been two years since
Newsweek magazine told us that the
eighties were over? Gee, it’s funny but I
don’t feel any different. I wonder what
they could have been thinking. Nothing,
probably.
I know it hurts, but I think it’s time
to face the simple fact that the eighties
aren’t over. In tact, it appears that we’re
destined to at least four more years of
the eighties. A bit of simple math will
lead you to the rather mundane realiza¬
tion that the eighties aren’t going to end
until at least 1993
Don’t fret too much, most decades
don’t end until well into the next one.
The forties didn’t end until 1956. The
fifties ended in 1963. The sixties ended
in 1972. Only the seventies (was it really
a decade? Seems like nothing happened
. . . ) ended on time, with Ronald Rea¬
gan’s 1980 election seeming to bury
American liberalism (some of us con¬
tinue to keep the dying faith, but . . . ),
placing it among such esteemed com¬
pany as the Whig party and the Hula
Hoop.
Some of you may be thrilled to pieces
that the eighties are continuing. To you
I can say only this: have you no sense at
all? What more need I say about a dec¬
ade whose idea of a rhetorician is Mor¬
ton Downey Jr., whose idea of a hero is

Ollie North, whose excuse for a philoso¬
pher is Allan Bloom, and whose substi¬
tute for music you can dance to is
created by Samantha Fox?
The sad and obvious truth is that
when you think about it (why must I feel
guilty asking college students to think?),
this past decade has produced virtually
nothing of value in any field of interest.

Chris Janak
But I really don’t want to whine about
why the decade has been so bad—let’s
face it, that’s all anybody ever does in
print these days, anyway.
I’m also not so much interested in
what Newsweek thought was important
about the eighties—they thought that
“greed” was the distinguishing charac¬
teristic of the decade when, in fact, it’s
really the fundamental dynamic of hu¬
man nature in every decade—-as what
they obviously didn’t catch, since they
were completely incapable of doing so.
The eighties have thus far been the
“big” decade. Everything from hotel
rooms to televisions to loudspeakers to
nation-states has gotten bigger in the
eighties. At the same time, the influence
of the various media has grown bigger.
Our country has gotten far too big for its
limited value system (earn, save, spend)
to bear. The role of the media is now to

make us feel as close to people in Utah
as we do to our next door neighbors (in
reality, closer, since nobody even knows
his or her next door neighbor anymore).

“The eighties have thus
far been the ‘big’ decade.
Everything from hotel
rooms to televisions to
loudspeakers to nation¬
states has gotten bigger in
the eighties. At the same
time, the influence of the
various media has grown
bigger-”_
Hence, media (in order of descending
importance—television,
magazines,
newspapers with color photos, real news¬
papers, and radio, which is followed
closely by two tin cans tied together with
string in its importance) have come to
stop reflecting the trends and have begun
to create them. The horrible truth of the
matter is that if the Cable News Network
and USA Today choose to tell us some¬
thing, it automatically becomes fact. We
have no way of verifying the truth or
falsehood of anything which is reported
except to check with some other media

source.
Truth is now relative to publication.
All of our records of the past come from
newspapers, magazines, and so on.
Control the media and you will control
the collective mind of a nation, possibly
a planet. Our values, out* beliefs, our
very way of thinking are all derived from
video and print images.
And when the media tell us that in the
sixties, college students were all long¬
haired radicals, we believe them, re¬
gardless of the simple fact that Bates’
yearbook for 1967 reveals a sea of clean¬
shaven, close-cropped heads and a quick
glance at the current crop of college stu¬
dents will reveal individuals who are
deeply committed to political causes,
without a clear crusade like the Vietnam
War to unite them, without the visual
unity provided by long hair, and with¬
out needing to smoke pot to feel radical.
And when the media tell us that own¬
ing an expensive sportscar is a noble
goal, we believe them, despite the horri¬
ble reality that our overuse of fossil fuels
is slowly turning our planet into a big
ugly desert faster than we know.
Despite Newsweek’s bold declaration
that this decade ended years ago, the
eighties trudge sadly on. Perhaps it will
end in 1993. Somehow, I doubt it. From
where I sit, it looks like it may never
end.

To Our Beloved Ultra-Conservative Trustees
Here it is, John Buckman shooting his
pompous mouth off on the sexual orien¬
tation clause of the non-discrimination
statement of the college. Pray read on;
perhaps you’ll be entertained.
Fact is, once the clause is passed, it’ll
be forgotten two days after. Though the
college doesn’t say this, it’s the main
reason for not adopting it. It may cost
them a lawsuit, and no-one will remem¬
ber after the fact: so why do it? Well,
interestingly, the whole issue of the
clause is not so much that they do it, but
chat they refuse to do it.
In adopting the clause, the trustees
would be doing nothing special: only fol¬
lowing the pack. The clause really can’t
be that big a deal as far as its legal conse¬
quences,
otherwise
everyone
else

wouldn’t have incorporated it. Fact is,
college trustees are not known as being
the most adventurous risk-takers when it
comes to the health of their school. If
other supposedly more conservative
trustees have passed it, where does that
leave our trustees on the political spec¬
trum? (No!—not the dreaded ultra-con-

John Buckman
servative—dare I say it?)
No-one can legitimately claim that we
shouldn’t add the clause based on a legal
argument once every other school, in¬
cluding (we think!) more conservative
ones, has already done so. No: the issue
is much more straightforward. Fact is,
the day the trustees approve the clause,

WASHINGTON
THE MOTHER APPEARS FIRST
ON THE TV TALK SHOW,
accusing her ex-husband
OF SEXUALLY ABUSING
THEIR PRE SCHOOL DAUGHTER.

VUE LOOK CAREFULLJ INTO HIS

eyes AS WE LISTEN TO HIS
WORDS, TRYING TO HAVE A
GUT PEELING OF

the whole thing will be a dead issue and
no-one will care any longer.
But still, the real problem is that the
trustees refuse to add the clause. All that
this does is differentiate Bates as being
one of the few who do not have a clause.
Having the trustees reject it after the fac¬
ulty passed it unanimously is an obvious
sign that the trustees are no longer rep¬
resenting the faculty or students of this
school Yes, I realize that it will be a
dead issue after they pass the thing, but
if they reject it I promise it won’t be the
last they hear of the issue.
The longer the trustees wait, the more
negative press this school will get. The
trustees, if anybody, should realize how
effective negative press is. Perhaps at the
root of all this is a homophobic senti-

Mark Alan Stamaty
VUE LOOK CAREFULLY INTO HER

EVE5,TESTING her truthfulness.
THE MOTHER IS

'EXPERTS" HAVE TESTIFIED-'
'EXPERTS' HAVE BEEN
denounced, court
RECORDS ARE SEALEDTHE STATE,THE COURTS,
THE GOVERNMENT ARE
SUPPOSED TO RENDER
JUSTICE

NEXT, WE SEE THE FATHER.
HE IS A DOCTOR TOO. HE IS
NOT |N JAIL.
the father ACCUSES
THE MOTHER OF SEXUALLY
ABUSING THEIR DAUGHTER.

"WE THE PEOPLE" SO THERE WE HAVE THIS
RAGING FEELING OF
ARE THE STATE.
CONCERN FOR THE LITTLE
WE MUST MAKE
A DECISION.
jj GIRL COLLIDING WITH THE
CONFOUNDING PUBLIC
WE ARE ALSO T
"THE PUBUCjFROM
CHESSMATCH BETWEEN
WHOM THE LITTLE
HER PARENTS, i
GIRL’S PRIVACY
MUST BE PROTECTED.

WOULDN’T IT BE NICE
\F ADULTS WERE ADULTS?

ment. If so, I can only tell the trustees
that there are much more effective and
discreet means to their ends.

“No-one can legitimately
claim that we shouldn’t add
the sexual orientation clause
based on a legal argument
once every other school,
including (we think!) more
conservative ones, has already
done so. No: the issue is much
more straightforward. Fact is,
the day the trustees approve
the clause, the whole thing will
be a dead issue and no-one
will! care any longer.’
If! the trustees see a weak statement
about homosexuality as above Bates
general interests in scholarship, equality
and diversity, and continued survival,
then the trustees obviously no longer
represent the current college interests.
We must be extremely careful of any
kmc of differentiation we bring to our¬
selves. Prospective students and faculty
looli for any detail which singles out anc)
differentiates our school from another
Anjexample should illustrate the point’:
Batjes used to consistently keep its tuition
several hundred dollars below its compe
tition, a small difference I know, but
when we raised tuition to our competiti¬
on’s level, applications actually went up
not down.
All this serves to point out is that we
need to be cautious when it comes to po
licies which differentiate Bates from
other schools. If ever) a seemingly simple
ispue such as a lower tuition level can
have results strong opposite from the ex¬
pected, then an issue such, as equal op ¬
portunities for all. including homosexe
als, can bring nothing but bad conse
quences to us.
. The Bates trustees,, especially now, in
a time of tremendous growth, need t.
consider the seriousness of the stan .
they are taking. From its slow jog, Bates
iil starting to run forward, but at this
pace it takes very little to trip us up
(awful metaphor—sorry). Trustees: jus:
think of what it would do to this school
to have an article in a magazine singling
■ SEE BUCKMAN, PAGE 19
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Useful Whining: Blacks And Bates’ Curriculum
I know that to many, Afro-Am’s re¬
cent hullabaloo over the lack of a com¬
prehensive program here at Bates ad¬
dressing minority issues may seem like
quite a bit of whining and complaining.
■ And hey, maybe you are right.
But let me say that oftentimes the
whiners and complainers who plague us
with their company are doing the right
S' thing. Without some intelligent whining
(and complaining directed at the right in¬
dividuals, nothing could ever be accom: plished. Call me a complainer’s advo¬
cate.
Great things have been accomplished
- by a healthy supply of professional whin¬
ing and complaining. Here’s a conve¬
nient case in point: the observance of
Dr. Martin Luther King’s birthday as a
national holiday. Stevie Wonder, Coretta Scott King and many other esteemed
whiners and complainers set a national
precedent in 1984 when they success¬
fully pressured President Reagan to sign
the bill into law. I can still see the gri¬
mace on Reagan’s face as he signed the
bill while Stevie Wonder and a crowd of
others looked on rather triumphantly.
This week marked the fifth observ¬
ance of Martin Luther King Jr. day,
and although we have a national law
(something my parents, as black Amer¬
icans, never dreamed of—a national hol¬
iday honoring a black man, while in
their time “Bull” Connor jailed chil¬

dren and watched attack dogs maul
peaceful protesters), there’s much left to
be done. Complainers, assume your po¬
sitions.
And this is where Bates comes in. You
may say, “But this is just Bates. There’s
no problems in our bubble.” Au contraire, kids. Anything that goes on in

Corey Harris
our back yard is just as important, if not
more so than that which occurs on the
national scene. In classes, minorities are
taught the majority viewpoint—from the
normal white male perspective.
And even in classes where a specific
minority issue is taught, grave errors are
made. I once took a course on black
American history and authors which,
save for a woman slave narrative, con¬
cerned itself entirely with black male au¬
thors, issues, and, views. Does academia
view the black woman’s contribution to
black American and American culture
in general as irrevelant? Where was the
genius of Alice Walker, Zora Neal Hurs¬
ton, Nikki Giovanni, and others?
Without a truthful, comprehensive,
and all inclusive approach to minority is¬
sues we are not really getting the liberal
arts education for which Mom and Dad
pay $17,000 a year. I think that the
Administration should either be truthful
with themselves and change the defini¬

tion of liberal arts so that it matches
what’s being taught, or fess up and
admit that we are far from liberal, and
give us our money back. Of course,
most of us are here by choice, but we are
not paying the kind of money we do to
get just half the picture.
These subtle blows to our sensibilities,
to our intelligence, are the worst types of
sexism, racism, and ethnocentrism.
Don’t mistake it for anything else. The

“Even in classes where a
specific minority issue is
taught, grave errors are
made. I once took a
course on black American
history and authors
which, save for a woman
slave narrative,
concerned itself entirely
with black male authors,
issues, and, views.”
John Birch Society plays no part here,
but we are less than educated if we stand
idly by while the truth is either ignored
or swept under the rug.
Afro-Am, Womyn’s Awareness, and
GLSA are only demanding fairness.
Fairness in the handling of past and

present issues is only displaying fairness
to oneself. If you want to apply this to
“the big picture”, we live in an interna¬
tional society. The more each person
does to educate her or himself outside of
the four walls she or he sees everyday,
the more she or he will be able to suc¬
cessfully and intelligently function in a
highly interrelated world. Ignorance is
not only a disservice to others, but also
to oneself.
A change of attitudes here at home
and an adjustment of outdated and just
plain wrong ideas within the curriculum
will make Bates a better college. I have a
feeling that by simply pushing attitudes
here on campus towards progressivivsm,
the admissions staff will no longer la¬
ment the conspicuous absence of minori¬
ties; a better atmosphere for minorities
to live and learn at Bates will serve as an
incentive for more to come. And that’s
what the administration says it wants—
more diversity. There’s something in it
for everybody.
All the complaining has a specific pur¬
pose: to make Bates a better institution,
to help the college live up to the name it
has made for itself already. If whining
and complaining will achieve this end,
then let it be used unsparingly. Com¬
plaint is the co-runner of action. With
individuals such as Coretta Scott King
and Stevie Wonder, we’re in good com¬
pany.

Fear Of Failing: Bates Seniors Face Reality
I conducted an informal survey
among seniors I know and/or like, or
who sit near me in the library. You see,
I returned from break gripped by the (I
pray) irrational fear that despite my best

“For the most part, it
seems that when asked
about the image of
ourselves we most fear,
most of us draw on our
worst summer job
nightmare. More
haunting than the
continued reality of world
hunger and atmospheric
destruction is the vision
we hold of being a cog in
that great fast food wheel
mi which, after all, keeps
America cranking.”
jfeylaid plans (or due to that regressive imj-vVPulse common among seniors not to set
jfvyjthem in motion) that at age 38 I would
a career waitress.
I wanted to know if other seniors were
Iff’-suffering similar attacks of Real Life
jfpIfAnxiety. Sure enough, I discovered that
ifp^RLA attacks visit a significant percentj|||age of the statistically irrelevent number
J@of seniors in my pole.
W/R Doubtless, this finding doesn’t surgptprise you. And yet from these responses
®some revealing trends emerge. The most
lllf revealing of these is that we of the class
. |of ’89 have very local fears. Sure, every
jfe7th senior or so threw in “fear of global
nudear warfare” at the end of a long list
^®(that typically expressed fears of “bagging groceries,” “running a paper
route” or “not making $40,000 my first
gr year out of Bates.”
WmM I’m struck by the insidious middle/
mm upper-middle class snobbery underlying
IjPj^ these, our deepest dreads. But we’ll save
ife that one for another issue. Anyway,
'j
when asked about the bleakest imaginable vision of our futures, most of us con¬

jfflffi

jure up our worst summer job night¬
mare.
More haunting than the continued re¬
ality of world hunger and atmospheric
destruction is the vision we hold of being
a cog in that great fast food wheel which,
after all,—and to further exhaust this
weary metaphor—keeps America crank¬
ing. Typically: “I fear that in 15 years
I’ll be asking people if they want extra
sauce with their Big Mac;” “..that I’ll
be managing Burger King.” And again,
my personal favorite (Diane Chambers
.Syndrome) “that I’ll have a BA in one
hand and a tray in another.”
Shopping Mall jobs and Corporate
careers place a close second and third be¬
hind fears of life in Fast Food Hell. In

no particular order: I fear “a routine job
at some dull insurance company;” “A
job I can’t stand going to every day;”
“working for someone else;” “getting

Jo Ann Clark
in a rut too comfortable to get out of;”
“having no time;” “impersonality;”
“networking.”
But I’m not being entirely honest.
Many seniors are anxious about their fu¬
tures for other than the monetary and
careerist reasons I’ve outlined above.
Students also suffered from fear of con¬
tracting AIDS; “of living under republi¬
can presidents and their Supreme Court

appointees;” “getting married and hav¬
ing kids;” “being alone.” Several of the
women I spoke to (and none of the men)
were concerned that they would be un¬
able to resolve conflicts between career
and family goals.
I’m unsure of what conclusions to
make from all of this. Some of our eld¬
ers point out the effects of the complexit¬
ies and pressures facing us. Others
speak of our egocentrism and apathy.
I’ll leave conclusions to them. For now,
I close off contemplating the response of
one senior who seems, perhaps, to have
thought things through better than the
rest of us.
This student’s worry is
“never be(ing) able to play the banjo
well.”

C.R.C. Can Help
■ LETTERS, FROM PAGE 16
cision to me. Place the burden on the cli¬
ent; after all, someone has to take the
burden, and it certainly isn’t going to be
the business.
Once again I would like to point out,
especially to the administration, that we
have a problem: a problem which must
be rectified. One way to deal with this
violent behavior is to hire more staff to
the security force. This solution, I know,
has been one of security’s objectives for
some time, and I understand that this in
fact will happen in the near future. This
decision, however, will help to protect
the facilities and the students of the cam ■
pus, but will not help to rectify the
problem.
In my opinion there are three other
possible solutions to the problem. One
option is that the college could take a
large turn away from their financial fo¬
cus and focus primarily on learning. In
the current yuppie era however, (re¬
member our president drives a BMW
and our dean of faculty drives a Saab) I
do not think that Bates would actually
even take this under consideration, The
second option is that students play a
larger role in maintaining the commu¬
nity. This would range from a powerful
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student government which actually
makes policy decisions, to cleaning their
own rooms and dorms. This also is un¬
likely to go over well with either the stu¬
dents or the administration. The stu¬
dents feel they don’t have to do “that
sort of work,” and the administration
won’t want to give the students more
power. Practically, then, I think we
should work with what we have. What
do we have to deal with these sorts of
community relations?
The Community Relations Council
(C.R.C.) is a group made up of faculty,
students, administration and staff,
whose purpose is to improve community
relations. This ranges from educational
programs, such as “March 4th”, to con¬
ducting informal procedures in cases of
harassment. This is a group which is
supposed to support you as a Bates com¬
munity member. Clearly, however, the
C.R.C. has their work cut out for them,
since the results of a recent student poll
revealed that approximately 75 students
on this campus know about the C.R.C.
To me this shows that they have not suc¬
cessfully been doing the work that needs
to be done.
With enough organizational changes
the C.R.C. could be the saving factor of

this campus. It will not be an easy job to
turn around this “student equals client”
attitude, but it must be done and it must
have the support of some key members
of our community. People such as the
trustees, the president and the deans
must make every effort to work with the
C.R.C. and not against it. They must
realize the importance of this group and
make every effort to make sure that it is
effective in turning this campus around.
Why is this so important? At the pres¬
ent time, the college is working just Fine
as it is, right? The students here are
learning, and the business office is mak¬
ing money like crazy. It is only a matter
of time, however, before students simply
refuse to attend institutions where van¬
dalism and harassment go on and virtu¬
ally nothing is done about it. At some
point students will no longer wish to at¬
tend the once prestigious Bates College
and the business office will have to close
up shop. You see, not doing anything
about this problem will hurt everyone,
and DOING something about it will
help everyone. It seems like an easy de¬
cision. I urge the powers that be not to
bury their heads in the sand, but to do
something about it before it really is too
lotp

Dan Browdy ’89

FORUM

What, Me Worry?: Academic Pressure At Bates
Like most students currently at Bates,
I’ve had more than a few conversations
this year about the “stressful” academic
situation. Just the other day, I had a
conversation with a friend who was feel¬
ing some pressure to raise his grades.
The poor guy simply wasn’t happy with
his current G.P.A. of 3.4, feeling left be¬
hind in the race for grades.
“Do you believe,” he kept saying,
“that forty people in the junior class
have a G.P.A. of 3.4 or above.” The ex¬
tent of the angst he felt over what I and
many people consider a perfectly com¬
mendable average, strikes me as com¬
pletely absurd. One would have thought
by the way he felt, that he was barely
keeping his head above water, rather
than being the owner of a very strong
B+ .
Whining about grades and stress in
this vein has been developed into a mi¬
nor art form by too many Bates stu¬
dents. If you really can’t stand the pres¬
sure you place on yourself to get straight
A’s, the solution is relatively simple.
You can reduce the amount of work you
do at the minor expense of a few points

off your G.P.A. Or, better yet, bag col¬
lege entirely, and run off into the woods
to subsist on nuts and berries.
In a perfect world you could attend
college, do absolutely no work, some-

Steve and Peter
Browning
how learn the material and get straight
A’s. In the world of Bates College,
you’re stuck with having to work to earn
your grades, a real American tragedy.
The really sad thing, is that this atti¬
tude seems to have become more prev¬
alent among students entering college
during the last few years. An article I
spied in the Boston Globe on Tuesday
the 17th cited studies showing that stu¬
dents entering college are placing in¬
creasing amounts of pressure upon
themselves to produce good grades, the
better to obtain well-paying jobs after
graduation.
The national survey further con¬
cluded that “More than two-thirds of

freshmen said making money and ob¬
taining well-paying jobs are their rea-

“Whining about grades
and stress has been
developed into a minor art
form by too many Bates
students. If you really
can’t stand the pressure
you place on yourself to
get straight A’s, the
solution is relatively
simple. You can reduce
the amount of work you do
at the minor expense of a
few points off your G.P.A.
Or, better yet, bag college
entirely, and run off into
the woods to subsist on
nuts and berries.”
sons for attending college.” O.K., fine
with me. But let’s at least have a mo¬

ment of silence for the near extinct moti¬
vations of intellectual curiosity and the
love of knowledge. Bates is hardly at the
forefront of the growing national trend
emphasizing a careerist approach to col¬
lege. Likewise, the increased pressure
many Bates students are undergoing as
they place an increasing emphasis on
academic “success” is hardly native to
one small school in Maine. Rather, the
current pressures upon Bates students
stem more from the outside world and
themselves, instead of any increase in
the difficulty of Bates’s academics.
So, for those of you out there with high
grade point averages and high levels of
self-imposed stress, you can go to bed
(no doubt at four this morning, having
started studying at two in the afternoon,
only taking time out for dinner and a
Den break at ten) knowing that I don’t
pity you in the slightest.
Instead maybe I’ll reserve my sympa¬
thy for the few out there scraping by
with 2.0’s, or for those students whose
commitment to improving the quality of
community life hampers their ability to
grind out decent grades.

The Good News: Just Four More Years
Our brothers in arms shot down a
couple of Libyan jets the other day, reas¬
serting American military muscle in the
Mediterranean. Funny, isn’t it, that
another group of airplane pilots in the
Caribbean seem to have a sort of carte
blanche to invade pur airspace, drop¬
ping deadly toxins within our borders,
poisoning our investment brokers by the
thousands, without even so much as a
second glance from our military? I
guess we don’t care quite as much about
drug smuggling as Geraldo Rivera
would have us believe.
My logic may not be wholly sound,
but there is a funny kind of hypocrisy in
the picture of America ’88 that won’t let
me alone. How can Morton Downey Jr.
condemn anyone who smokes pot as
“crazed junkies”? Mort smokes more
cigarettes in an hour than any smoker I
know does in a year.
And remember the Challenger crash?
Reagan sure made an effort to comfort
the families of those dead crewmen, but

what about the Nicaraguan peasants his
precious contras have been killing now
for almost eight years? What about the

Steve Gensemer
families of the Libyan pilots?
And what about countless civilians in
Tripoli, Beirut and Grenada? When
bombs explode in your house, you’ll
probably worry about carrying your
bleeding baby girl to safety so she
doesn’t get blown to bits like your
brother. You’re not likely to worry
about who dropped them or whether the
military dictator of your country gets his
guns from America or the Soviet Union.
Bad news on the horizon, folks.
That’s not likely to change. George
may be smart, yes he graduated from
Yale, but he’s a sneaky guy, maybe even
up there in the ranks with Dick Nixon
(he’s good at being sneaky, too. How
else would he have made it to the direc¬
torship of the CIA?)

Conservative T rustees

■ BUCKMAN, FROM PAGE 17
Bates out as being homophobic. Alter this
election we should have no question as
to the effects of negative advertising.
It would immediately have a strong
effect on Bates ability to recruit new fac¬
ulty, many of whom are gay and/or lib| eral in politics. Perhaps the trustees aim
is just this: to conservatize our faculty. I
hope not. I like my teachers open
minded, thank you.
As much as I like this school, it has let
me down in one serious respect. Bates
prides itself on being the first coed school
in the northeast, second (only after
Oberlin) in the nation. When I was
applying to this school, I heard incessant
comparisons of Bates to Oberlin College
(in Ohio) and Reed College (in Ore¬
gon). With all due respect, this school

doesn’t even come close to leading to
pack: we merely follow it. We don’t de¬
serve the compliment of being compared
to Reed and Oberlin when it comes to
politics.
Where have our egalitarian ideals
gone? We endlessly bicker about allow¬
ing grade during short term while Reed
doesn’t even have grades (you receive
them when you graduate). Why does it
take the entire ultra-conservative ivyleague to convince us to do anything?
Finally, I make this statement: if the
trustees can decide against what the fac¬
ulty agreed upon unanimously (and fac¬
ulty are not known for agreeing) and
against over half the student body who
signed the GLSA petition, it is clear that
the trustees of Bates College no longer
represent the Bates College of today.

Express Yourself!
The Bates Student is always looking for journalistic writing with a cre¬
ative, humorous, or opinionated bent. We welcome unsolicited sub¬
missions from all students and faculty of columns and opinion pieces
for publication. If interested, please contact Chris Janak, Editorials
Editor, at the Student office, 224 Chase (783-7108) or at 782-9396.

George supports the contras and con¬
tinued arms buildups and then tells us
he wants a “kinder, gentler nation”?
That scares me. Anybody who gets
away with saying something like that
and then gets elected president can prob¬
ably get away with anything. But
worst of all, George wants the job. He
really wants it. That’s dangerous. He
was fully aware in 1980 that getting
elected vice president gives you a one in
four chance of eventually becoming
president. And Reagan’s age may have
tipped the scales even further in his fa¬
vor. Poor George. Reagan, it turned
out, is actually the Man of Steel. Bullets
can’t stop him. Cancer can’t stop him.
In the end, the only thing that could was
the end of his eight-year reign.
And lucky for George, the economy
held up beautifully through the whole
thing. George could have stuck to his
principles and not joined his ideological
rival to the right in 1980, but he chose
the path to fame, power and glory in¬

stead.
Don’t come crying to me if
George aggravates the debt, homeless-

“Bad news on the
horizon, folks. That’s not
likely to change. George
may be smart, yes he
graduated from Yale, but
he’s a sneaky guy, maybe
even up there in the ranks
with Dick Nixon.”
ness, and health care crises this nation
faces. You voted for him, America.
The new year’s off to a roaring start.
A new president blowing shit at the
press, the ozone layer blowing away,
good ol’ Morty blowing smoke at the
TV cameras and all kinds of planes be¬
ing blown out of the sky. I just hope
Gorbachev doesn’t blow it, too. Seems
like he’s the only one on our side any¬
more.

ENJOY THE
REWARDS OF
RESEARCH:
If you’re a science major graduate with
an M.D. or Ph.D. in your future, make
Tufts your first stop. Look into our out¬
standing range of interim research oppor¬
tunities in the medical science area (Bio¬
chemistry, Pathology, Anatomy and Cell
Biology, Molecular Biology, Physiology,
Neuroscience). In addition to working
with distinguished, nationally known
Tufts Medical School faculty members,
you will gain invaluable hands-on ex¬
perience. And your assignment will be an
impressive addition to your resume.
Openings are on Tufts Boston and Graf¬
ton campuses and can be timed to fit in¬
to your future plans. Salary and benefits
are generous. For details, call (617)
956 - 6600 or write to Jenny Silver, Tufts
University, 200 Harrison Ave, Boston,
MA 02111.
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

TUFTS
UNIVERSITY
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Should Bates Increase Enrollment?
Dan Record

Jyotika Vazirani

Reporter

Photographer

Charlie Rollston, biotechnician “1
don’t think so, no. I think it is a good
situation the way it is.”

Dan Boylan’92 “Frankly I think it
shouldn’t. I think it is overcrowded at
the present time.”

Rick Hollis’90 “No. I think one of the
things which attracted me to the school
was its small size.”

Claire Lavallee, CSA/Chaplain’s Of¬
fice “Not unless they increase housing
space and the student to faculty ratio re¬
mains the same.”

s_

CAR OUEST

1w

REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY
Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.

784-7368

(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)

WRBC Winter Semester Schedule
* new mu*sic *
tftftaa

Midnight - 3 AM

Frank Barbieri
Jenna Ludgate
Hiram Sibley

Karen Steuens
R. Keuin Doyle

TOO WUCH FUN
Marc Chaput
U-E Takahashi

3-6RM

6 - 8 AM

Bruce Feinstein
Michele Pride

Thomas Baird
Scott Kelliner

TE&ttrfifoap

Dauid flarested
John Tossberg

Stephen Cassell
Chris McKenna

Peter LaRue
Howie Young

Tb&ie

Chris Reilly

Marnie Patterson
Tracy Moore

Luis Manzo
Adam Smith
Uan Barker

Susan Stich
Christy Bahn

1
10 - noon

noon - 2 PM

Linda Goldman H
Melanie Fleminq
Sharon Hartnett

NEW MUSIC

4 - 6 PM

sa new Mus/r

Rnne Griffin
Cathy Boosales

Craig Beattie
Leslee Smith
Tricia Close

Carlos Feferman

lilayne Perry
Jen Gibbons

0
2-4 PM

Christopher LUright
Christopher Grunden

R
A
P

Jazz

1

Greg Gignoux
MARLON PROCTOR
CHRIS MANGES
REGGAE

8 - 10 PM

Eom Ksigeman

JRSON PRTENRUDE
RNOREUJ STRBNICK

Sir Colin Browning
-Amy Michaelson

scon DALTON

V

H

LUilliam Binan
Rndrea Bueschel |g
NEW MUS/C

Chris Janak
Rlen UJinter
Cory Theberge
lromi of bwfs

12 PM

:

CHRIS BRRCLRV

i RNDRER CHENEV g
: HMD10 ynflHfl

(DARCY WRKEE 1 ELD) i

H PETER MUISE E3
0 DRUID COLEMAN^
ftoboilho Acjffhfo
(Industrial Nolzo)

0

NEW N4USIC

JOANNE SEAUEY
HOLLY cote El
ISJIEXA/ MUS/C

ANDY HENDERSON
JOHN DEGANGE
KEITH BLANCHARD
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H

m

ELIZIBETH RYNECKI
ANNE MOLLERUS
1
JULIE OPLER ™
NEW MUSIC

/V^ld/

|

MUSIC

1C
VJ1TH
tpms

1

TOM FORTIN
JOHN JORDAN

m

ugop

JAZZ

- KEUIN HOPPER
i
IAN BLEAKNEY
NEW MUSIC
JACQUELINE PIZER
MELISSA PEAKES |

9

NEW MUSIC
0B0S BBHflSIRN
BBS SRCBBS

SPENCER NEYLANO
PAUL ROSENTHAL
ALTERNATING
ELIOT SHEPARD
r

1

pi Andrew Smith
|
Bill Sauage

Robert Parks
Ian Shearer

INSTRUMENTAL ETC...
Rich Uloolfson
Andy Kang
Albert Kang

Michael Edgar
Craig Kiker
Kris Daily

Jason Root

(JAZZ?)

Jacob Murray

SOUL

DICKY COOMBS
JOHN BUCKMRN

!

j

Steuen Gensemer

Corey Harris
Andrew Gelling

JOHN RUSSELL

ANT REQUESTS?
it's not mst U2
all Irish music

Jean Raymond
Kim Miller

Gene O'Rourke

asNMiesR

0

JOHT)
"BOOGIE”
BBflDIGin

JOHN HARONIRN

Jd)ip!U

m

g>atutiray

&unfray

ROB JONES

LISA COMER
JULIRNNE OH
ROGER SION

JENNIFER EIFRIG
El TIMOTHY fit IT
M UNDP JOHNSON H
" RniTUDE"

JESSICA STELUERT
BBRRD STRRnON

NEW MUSIC

MELISSA FRIEOLING
EHPIREMENTS...

BETH TENER
TIM DONOURN

B*ti

CHRIS BEARD n
SEAN ANDREWS™
JEFF SNELL

i

NEW MUSIC

ra SEBUE TO IWRNSIFV
u
JAZZ
a

Tracis
taro for
Tuesdays

GEORGE REESE M
1 won t...
H
...unless it's qood

sb
mOMYN'S
.
m AUIARENESS B

Steue Ryder
Jason Oodson

SHERI PIZZI
TED CURCIO

A>f tit MUSIC

“

NEW N1USIC

Jazz

E Mftl> Ml/S/C

6 - 8 PM

Liz Hilles

tfvGvdlS

Chris Kramer

Tim Shaw
Jon McLaughlin

LUendy Harper

H

NO
O|

Julie Voung
8 - 10 8M

innnrl instrumental

fti&ay

Weirtus&ay

Mike Robinson
Alexander Dyer

jazz

ixifflJ special

6283

MEW A^E
B TRINITY 0
IK«TE - MtRRI OERNR)

DRHCB
ADRIAN COLLAZO
STEUE BECKER
DRHCS

MDRAfc MARTIN
JAY LEE MING
JAZZ
ELIOT KING SMITH
JOANNE BRASS
KEN SHERWOOD •Z'Z
E53 fusion

LORI DOLAN
HEATHER CERESTE
7155.? TWT'BTJKT
THE- gA’KBAQT CA7i'

Rj KEUIN WETMORE
K AARON HUMPHRY

jazz

DRMCB

ORNCB

ES3

News Magazine

FREDRICK BflOWN ING
BRAD SHUSTER
AND JIM CIAGL0
ARE DANCING FDR
CONSUMER SAFETY
LAURA MELLO
JILL RRTERS
IGGY 0CHMP0

I

KRISTIN JOHNSON
PRM BATCHELDER
BRClRCimV TUNES
1 1 R.M. - 1 P.M.

TONY GRIMR
ANDREW KAISER

Scott Rghababian
Dan Gleason

CUiss«<d
8-1 1 AM.

baroque

(Ed

Kenney

+)

Linda Horwitz
Connie Chaplin - Folk

;
KIM PHINNEY
; ® DAN BROWDY
■

Common Folk

JE3
fg

XXD
XXJ
XXj

X
X
X
X
X

